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HOUSING ELEMENT LAW
On Wednesday, December 8, 1993, the Senate Local Government
Committee held an interim hearing on the housing element law to
learn about problems facing local governments and developers of
affordable housing projects.
Five state senators heard testimony from the Department of
Housing and Community Development, regional planning agencies,
local governments, developers, and affordable housing advocates.
The Senators who participated in the hearing were:
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Marian Bergeson, Chairman
Ruben S. Ayala, Vice-Chair
William A. Craven
Teresa Hughes
Robert Presley

The hearing, held in Room 112 of the State Capitol, began at
9:40 and finished at 4:10.
This summary report contains the Committee staff's explanations
of what happened at the hearing (the white pages), reprints the
background paper that the staff wrote for the Committee (the
blue pages), and reproduces the written materials that the witnesses and others submitted (the yellow pages).
STAFF FINDINGS
Any attempt to summarize a day-long discussion and dialogue
into a few findings necessarily skips over important details.
Readers should review the witnesses' written presentation to
fully appreciate their specific comments.
But after carefully
reviewing the oral testimony and written presentations, the
Committee's staff identified 13 key findings:
•

All groups are dissatisfied with current housing
element requirements.

•

There is general agreement for a performance-based
self-certification process that awards communities for
satisfying housing element requirements.

•

Additional public funding sources are needed to produce
additional affordable housing.

•

Both government officials and developers argued that
environmental factors, such as endangered species and
air quality, increase the cost of land which results in
higher housing cost.
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•

A balance must be created between environmental and
development demands.

•

Building smaller products would help meet affordable
housing demands.

•

Some groups support sanctions, such as decreasing sales
tax funds and denying state grants and loans, to penalize communities for non-compliance.

•

Local officials opposed any penalty that reduces revenues for non-compliance. Regional governments support
penalties for severe cases.

•

The fair share allocation process should allow more
local government participation and include a mediation
process.

•

All groups agreed that local governments should be allowed to transfer some of their allocation to adjoining
communities.

•

Local officials indicated that overcrowding is a severe
problem that harms neighborhoods and discourages community support of affordable housing developments.

•

Residential occupancy standards should address the
problem of overcrowded housing units.

•

Developers argued that local governments should zone
adequate land for housing, allow a broad range of
densities, and establish reasonable time frames for
projects.
THE WITNESSES

Nineteen people spoke at the Committee's hearing; 16 submitted
written comments which appear in the yellow pages.
Timothy Coyle, Director*
Department of Housing & Community Development
Mark Pisano, Executive Director*
Southern California Association of Governments
Janet McBride, Senior Planner*
Association of Bay Area Governments
Honorable Lara Blakely, Mayor pro Tern*
City of Monrovia
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Robert Paternoster, Planning Director*
City of Long Beach
Michael Colantuono, City Attorney*
City of Cudahy
Honorable Robert Richardson, Council Member*
City of Santa Ana
Rob Mendiola, Planning Director*
San Benito County
John Patton, Planning Director*
Santa Barbara County
Barbara Kautz, Representative•
American Planning Association
Don Moe, Vice President•
Santa Margarita Co.
Brian Holloway, Board Member
California Association of Realtors
Lynette Lee, Executive Director*
East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation
Michael Rawson, Staff Attorney*
Legal Aid Society of Alameda County
David Jones, Staff Attorney*
Legal Services of Northern California
Rob Weiner, Legislative Advocate
California Coalition for Rural Housing
Felipe Alvarez, Board Member*
Desarrollo Latino-Americano
Peter Hersh, Manager of Planning Services
City of Irvine
Chris Block*
Catholic Charities Housing Development & Services
[* See the written testimony reprinted in the yellow pages]
ADDITIONAL WRITTEN COMMENTS

In addition, Joseph M. Goeden, city Manager of the City of West
Sacramento wrote to the Committee. His material also appears
in the yellow pages.
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THE CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
senator Bergeson opened the hearing by indicating that only
33% of cities and counties comply with housing element requirements.
Current law resulted in continuous battles between
local agencies and the State Department of Housing and Community Development.
The Senator said that planning for affordable housing remains a
key interest among local officials and legislators in 1994, and
explained that she called the hearing to learn about problems
and feasible ideas to improve the housing element law.
Specifically, she is interested in ways to improve the statute
so that more housing will be produced to meet the present and
future needs of Californians.
OVERVIEW OF THE STATE HOUSING ELEMENT LAW
The Committee's first witness was Timothy Coyle, Director of
the Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD).
Coyle said the outlook in California is positive with housing
starts improving, more entry level housing being built, and
inner city development occurring.
Companies are starting to
move back into California because of the recent reforms in
workers' compensation insurance and California Environmental
Quality Act.
Senator Bergeson questioned if the attitude towards affordable
housing has changed in communities or whether "NIMBY" (Not In
My Back Yard) still prevails.
coyle responded that local government recognizes the impact of not meeting housing needs, but
NIMBY continues to prevail.
Senator Bergeson commented that
the housing element law is not working and questioned the use
of incentives.
Coyle insisted the housing element is important
and acknowledged that incentives would be helpful.
Senator Hughes commented that when she chaired the Assembly
Housing and Community Development Committee in the early 1980s,
the California Housing Finance Agency (CHFA) was helpful in
promoting affordable housing.
Hughes asked, "What can we expect from CHFA?" Coyle responded by explaining CHFA's new
leadership and several of its programs.
Senator Ayala asked, "What is affordable housing?" Coyle
responded by explaining the technical definition. A general
discussion followed.
As Coyle continued, he said that low-income housing does not
come easily from the private sector.
Local governments have
the authority to waive fees, increase densities, alter building
standards, reduce setbacks and properly zone property; these
can serve as powers with "cash value," to help produce housing.
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Next, Coyle informed the Committee that 37% of local governments comply with the housing element law, which is up from 19%
in 1991.
Coyle concluded by discussing five goals of Assembly Bill 51:
•

Provide self-certification for communities that meet or
exceed their performance standards.

•

Require non-producing localities to adopt specific programs for reducing or eliminating regulatory barriers
to the production of affordable housing.

•

Provide greater flexibility in the fair share allocation process.

•

Reduce state-imposed administrative burdens by permitting the federal Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategy (CHAS) to satisfy certain reporting requirements and providing local communities with data and
certain required statistics.

•

Protect opportunities for the production of low- and
moderate-income housing.
VIEW OF REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCIES

The Committee invited a panel of two witnesses to explain the
regional planning agency's perspective: Mark Pisano, Executive
Director of Southern California Association of Governments
(SCAG); and Janet McBride, Senior Planner of the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG).
"We have the most overcrowded conditions in the country," explained Mark Pisano. Housing conditions declined in the Southland since 1980. Sixteen percent of households live in overcrowded conditions and eighty-five 85% of households, paying
more than one-third of their income for housing, are nonelderly
and renters.
Pisano said, "We have been building the wrong
product over the last two decades; more Pintos and Fords instead of Oldsmobiles should be built."
Pisano explained that housing costs are too high because of
land and financing costs. Responding to Senator Presley's
question of why land cost is so high, Pisano said that environmental factors like endangered species (on 84% of private
land), air quality, and transportation drive up land cost. A
way must be found to balance these competing demands.
Senator Presley asked, "Are interest rates the same in other
states?" "No," said Pisano, "California's repeal of the 'due
on sales clause' in the 1970s pushed rates higher."
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"Is the human species endangered?", asked senator craven.
Pisano responded by urging the Legislature to help balance environmental demands. Senator Craven claimed that there is too
much attention on the "Fringe Toed Lizard" and not enough on
people. Pisano continued and said that we do not have a decision-making process that allows officials to balance environmental and economic values. senator Bergeson asked, "How can
we build that balanced system?" Pisano responded by discussing
the following recommendations to reform the housing element:
e

Allow local governments to transfer portions of their
allocation to other cities and counties.

e

Shift housing element law to a performance-based system
as the measure of local compliance.

e

Allow local governments to self-certify their housing
element based on performance.

•

Change HCD's role to provide technical assistance on
housing development and programs, and advocate for
state and federal funds.

e

Establish consistent housing element goals relating to
growth management, jobs-housing balance, economic development and improved air quality.

e

Identify revenue sources for incentives to local governments.

e

Provide a mechanism to fund the planning, forecasting,
decision-making, and dispute resolution processes that
are related to housing assistance needs.

Senator Ayala commented that we must get to the cause of why
housing is not being produced and develop long range solutions
for low- and moderate-income housing.
Representing ABAG's Regional Planning Committee, Janet McBride
testified that the Committee studied the housing element issue
and formulated a legislative reform proposal which served as
the basis for Assembly Bill 1499 (Campbell) . ABAG staff participated actively in a group convened by the American Planning
Association and the League of California Cities. Many of the
concepts in AB 1499 arose out of those discussions. McBride
highlighted the measure with the following points:
e

Develop a performance-based system.

e

Create incentives for housing production.

e

Monitor targets and evaluate performance based on market conditions.
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•

Allow local flexibility.

•

Look at net change in number and mix of units (not just
new construction).

•

Provide penalties for serious non-compliance.
VIEW OF CITIES AND COUNTIES

The Committee's second panel was composed of seven witnesses
representing cities and counties: City of Monrovia's Mayor pro
Tern Lara Blakely; City of Long Beach's Planning Director Robert
Paternoster; City of Cudahy's attorney Michael Colantuono; City
of Santa Ana's Council Member Robert Richardson; San Benito
County's Planning Director Rob Mendiola; Santa Barbara County's
Planning Director John Patton; and Barbara Kautz representing
the American Planning Association.
Appalled to find Monrovia on HCD and the Attorney General's
"delinquent list'' in 1992, Lara Blakely argued that the City of
Monrovia has been promoting housing programs, issuing building
permits, and actually building housing. Monrovia administers
various programs to renovate and develop new affordable housing. Blakely concluded that any housing element reform must
emphasize actual production and preservation of affordable
housing, and de-emphasize the costly, time consuming, bureaucratic process to develop a document that is reviewed by HCD
and adopted by a city.
Robert Paternoster discussed the problems and constraints of
the housing element law. Housing elements are prepared defensively rather than as a guide to local policy and decisionmaking. They are the most detailed and inflexible of all the
mandated elements and are ineffective in implementing State
policy. Paternoster insisted that high density low-income
housing cannot be forced into fully developed neighborhoods
where infrastructure and services do not exist, and local
general fund dollars cannot be used to subsidize affordable
housing.
Continuing his testimony, Paternoster presented seven principles for reforming the housing element:
•

Housing elements should be prepared by local governments for their own use and benefit.

•

Housing elements should contain a five-year housing affordability strategy.

•

The State should adopt a growth policy to direct growth
in certain regions.
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•

Regional growth projections should involve regional
agencies and local governments and they must be achievable.

•

Affordable housing needs should be fairly distributed
among local communities based on their projected growth
and degree of impaction.

•

Local compliance should be based on performance.

•

A system of monitoring and rewards must be established
to hold local governments accountable.

Speaking from the perspective of small and medium-sized cities,
Michael Colantuono began his presentation by discussing numerous provisions of the statute that are adequate and allow flexibility to local governments.
Colantuono encouraged the Committee to retain these statutes.
Next, Colantuono explained that HCD's standard of compliance
much higher than the statute. The City of Seal Beach's housing
element was challenged and both the trial court and Court of
Appeals determined their housing element to be adequate after
revisions were made.
Even after the court rulings, HCD still
concluded that their element was inadequate.
Colantuono argued
that Seal Beach's experience is not unique.
Senator Bergeson commented on the elimination of governmental
constraints and questioned penalizing local governments.
Continuing with his testimony, Colantuono explained that an
invalid housing element is risky because land use and public
works decisions must be consistent with a valid general plan.
Each decision presents an opportunity to litigate the validity
of a housing element.
If a city loses such a case, its land
use authority can be suspended, which means nothing gets built
during this time.
Colantuono argued that existing ''disincentives" for non-compliance are more significant than HCD contends, are overly punitive, and should be replaced or augmented
with a less punitive strategy that "rewards'' success rather
than merely punishing a failure.
Lastly, Colantuono strongly urged the Committee to allow regional cooperation to satisfy regional housing needs.
Arguing
that the current statute places particular burdens on small and
medium-sized cities and counties. All cities are not the same
and they do not have the same needs.
The statute should allow
flexibility.
Senator Hughes acknowledged the lack of cooperation between
adjacent cities and counties.
Addressing the issue of residential occupancy standards, Council Member Robert Richardson said the City of Santa Ana and
many other cities suffer from overcrowded dwelling units that
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jeopardize the life and safety of residents.
Current State
standards allow as many as 15 people in a two bedroom apartment. Nine fire deaths within a 13 month period were directly
associated with overcrowded units.
Richardson continued discussion on the linkage between overcrowded and unsafe occupancy standards. He advised the Committee that overcrowded housing encourages community organizations to oppose the development of affordable housing.
Representing rural counties, Rob Mendiola insisted that city
criteria cannot be used for county agencies. Typically, counties are not in the urban services business. The counties'
portion of property tax revenues is 10¢ on the dollar. Housing
element law offers no recourse to regions that have an unfair
burden to provide housing. Most disturbing is that the regional fair share allocation has become an allotment for growth
that can force local agencies, particularly counties, to revise
their general plans to accommodate growth induced by another
region. Mendiola said that this methodology gives new meaning
to the "shoe fits approach" for the general plan.
It requires
some regions to wear another region's shoe with no recourse for
appeal other than an uncertified housing element.
Senator Bergeson asked if ABAG's proposed changes would improve
the allocation of fair share numbers. Mendiola advised that a
comprehensive approach is needed in land use planning to develop a balance in housing and jobs. current law is not fair to
bedroom communities.
Mendiola concluded by emphasizing that there was an overwhelming desire to maintain local land use authority, to simplify
housing element law, and to have a comprehensive approach to
housing element reform.
Commenting on HCD's reform proposal, John Patton said the regional fair share allocation process should incorporate State
policies relating to transportation, air quality, agricultural
preservation, school facilities, and environmental protection.
A conflict resolution policy that operates at a regional or
sub-regional level should also be incorporated.
Patton wanted the Legislature to recognize the actual effects
of the property tax shift. There is a direct link to the local
government decision-making process when the last source of
revenues is removed to pay for the kinds of urban services and
requirements that housing development brings. Without making
up revenues, the State is not "walking the talk" when it comes
to housing production.
The last witness in this panel, Barbara Kautz, said housing
element law emphasizes planning not performance. There are few
incentives for complying and almost no state or federal money
is available for constructing or subsidizing affordable hous-
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ing. Kautz indicated that she is working to develop changes in
the housing element law that would emphasize performance over
elaborate planning documents; tie performance standards to the
availability of housing funds; and add incentives and disincentives for construction of housing.
VIEW OF BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS
Following the Committee's lunch break, the Members returned to
listen to the third panel which composed of three witnesses
representing for-profit and non-profit developers:
Don Moe
with the Santa Margarita Company; Brian Holloway representing
the California Association of Realtors; and Lynette Lee with
East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation.
Identifying problems with the housing element law, Don Moe said
the focus is creating studies, analyses, and reports and not on
actual production of housing. The law is counter-productive.
Moe recommended that local agencies allow a broad range of densities; provide an inventory of zoned land; have more certainty
of rules; and have reasonable and predictable time frames for
processing applications. He also said builders should be given
back the "right" to build a minimum of eight dwelling units per
acre and remove barriers relating to the California Environmental Quality Act.
Working previously as a planning commissioner, developer, and
now as a redevelopment commissioner, Brian Holloway criticized
planning agencies for using the housing element to deny projects rather than to encourage development.
Housing elements
are ignored and fair share allocation numbers are not met.
Holloway suggested incentives to local governments and relief
from State review.
Senator Bergeson asked, "What incentives should be awarded to
local agencies?" Holloway suggested that the State provide
infrastructure bonds and protection of projects from lawsuits.
Representing Housing California, Lynette Lee emphasized that
housing element law is sound but needs updating to improve effectiveness.
The focus should encourage and facilitate housing
production and provide assistance to make housing affordable,
especially for those who have the most critical unmet need.
Reform must include both "carrots and sticks 11 for local government.
Current law offers no rewards; there are only mild
penalties for jurisdictions which flagrantly "thumb their
noses" at the housing
Lee presented the following
ideas:
•

Establish rewards for compliance and penalties for
non-compliance.
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•

Develop standards for all local governments to produce
a percentage of low- and very low-income housing, as
well as special needs households.

•

Continue the fair share allocation based on needs and
within a context of comprehensive planning.

•

Allow flexibility for local governments to share responsibilities through joint agreements within a
region.
VIEW OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING ADVOCATES

The Committee's last panel was composed of four witnesses representing affordable housing advocates: Michael Rawson representing the Legal Aid Society of Alameda County; David Jones
with the Legal Services of Northern California; Rob Weiner with
California Coalition for Rural Housing; and Felipe Alvarez with
Desarrollo Latino-Americano.
As someone who has worked with the housing element process for
over a decade, Michael Rawson explained he has seen the process
work.
For example: City of Alameda lifted its prohibition on
affordable multifamily housing developments; City of Healdsburg
committed to expanding its sewer capacity and increasing densities; City of East Palo Alto abandoned demolition of affordable units until it identifies the resources to replace them;
and County of Madera committed to forming a joint housing
authority with the City of Madera to facilitate affordable
housing development.
"Housing elements don't produce housing, they plan for housing," Rawson argued, "even if you give away money and land,
affordable housing cannot be built unless local government
provides adequate planning." Once the plan is in place, local
government must follow the comprehensive vision despite pockets
of resistance from special interests. The process could work
much better if the statutes were clarified and adequate implementation and enforcement mechanisms were added.
Rawson discussed the concept of "growth share" which was developed in New Jersey.
It is based on the realities of the market and the structures of local financial resources.
Basically, the standard for low-income housing development is set
at a percentage of the total market-rate housing units that are
built in any given year.
For example, if the percentage is
20% and 500 units of housing are built during the year, the
growth share is 20% of 500 or 100 units.
Senator Bergeson asked Rawson how he does this in no-growth
communities. Rawson explained that sanctions would have to be
imposed. Monetary sanctions such as fines, low priority for
state funds, less sales tax revenues, planning sanctions, and
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exemption of affordable housing projects from building permit
limits.
Rawson also described other incentives and sanctions:
Incentives:
•

Provide preference for non-housing related state
grants, loans, or subsidies.

•

Give top priority for state programs or services.

•

Increase revenues from sales tax and fines.

Sanctions:
•

Decrease sales tax funds in relation to the degree of
non-compliance.

•

Impose fines proportionate to the degree to which the
community falls short.

•

Deny or lower priority for non-housing related state
grants and loans.

•

Impose state prescribed mixed-income or
housing requirements.

•

Require state prescribed minimum densities.

•

Exempt affordable housing from building permit limitations or other exclusionary land use policy.
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inclusionary"

Rawson concluded with a discussion of the following enforcement
ideas:
•

Invest HCD with mandatory review authority.

•

Allow the Attorney General to fi
action.

•

Exempt affordable housing proj
from building permit
limitations and discret
approval processes.

•

Allow a one 100% dens

•

Define the "substantial compliance" standard of review.

•

Clarify the mandatory

an enforcement

bonus.

unctive remedies.

Urging the Committee to not dismantle the housing element law,
David Jones argued that the Legislature needs to strengthen and
clarify its provisions so that the law can effectuate their intended purpose. He cited several examples that demonstrate
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how, in practice, the housing element law promotes the production of affordable housing. Saying that the law may be somewhat burdensome, it cannot be dismissed as a failure, nor
should it be discarded by the Legislature.
Jones suggested numerous changes, including:
•

Provide more certainty by designating adequate sites in
the land use map.

•

Require HCD to develop a standard list of constraints.

•

Reward communities that are providing affordable housing by reducing the burden of a full update.

•

Require communities not meeting their fair share allocation to carry forward into the next five-year period.

•

Clarify the allocation process so that the public and
communities are more involved.

•

Allow limited ability to transfer fair share between
localities.

•

Combine the housing element and federal CHAS.

In closing, Jones repeated that the housing element law is
serving as an important vehicle to facilitate the development
of affordable housing for very low-, low- and moderate-income
households. The law needs to be improved.
Representing the California Coalition for Rural Housing, Rob
Weiner echoed earlier recommendations to provide sanctions and
incentives to encourage local governments to provide affordable
housing.
Representing Desarrollo Latino Americana, Inc. (DLA), a newly
established non-profit organization based in Stanislaus County,
Felipe Alvarez said that DLA was formed because of the lack of
commitment from cities and county to provide affordable housing
for families of low- and very low-income.
Increased land cost
and fees raised rents from an average of $250 per month in the
1980s to $380-650 in the 1990s.
Alvarez discussed several recommendations: educate the community; simplify the housing element summary; provide interpreters at public hearings; require developers to fulfill their
promises to build low-income housing; require a yearly report
to monitor performance; and withhold transportation, economic
development, and CDBG funds from non-performing jurisdictions.
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OTHER WITNESSES
Two additional witnesses testified at the hearing: Peter Hersh
representing the City of Irvine; and Chris Block with Catholic
Charities Housing Development and Services, a non-profit housing developer.
Peter Hersh urged the Committee to simplify the housing element
process. He also mentioned several local incentives to develop
affordable housing: provide land write-downs; modify development standards; expedite review process; and offer fee concessions.
Reaffirming the value of the housing element, Chris Block said
the housing element is an effective tool in many communities
when they advocate for affordable housing projects. In many
communities, the housing element is the driving force behind
the creation of effective policies and programs and funding
strategies that significantly increased the number of affordable housing units.
Block said five of the wealthiest communities in Santa Clara
County do not comply with housing element requirements. He
attributed this to the lack of a penalty for non-compliance.
He advocated performance-based criteria to encourage communities to develop affordable housing.
CLOSING OBSERVATIONS
After the last witness presented his
eson closed the hearing with a brief
thanking the witnesses, the Chairman
element process is very complex, and
take a good look at that process.
fully studied next year.

testimony, Senator Bergsummary statement. After
noted that the housing
the Legislature needs to
1 proposals will be care-

Penalizing local governments by reducing revenues for non-compliance may not lead to solut
communities depend on
and
these funds to serve
greater
redemanding of services. However, c
sponsibilities for producing
audience and witnesses
hearing process to

The Senator concluded by
to continue participating in
refine proposals and provide
-0-

summary report and the
CBBDITS: Howard Yee prepared
's hearing. Committee
background policy paper for
Secretary Sandy Kenyon produced these documents with the help
of the Senate Reprographics Staff.
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SUMMARY

This background report prepares members of the Senate Local
Government Committee and other interested persons for the Committee's interim hearing on December 8, 1993. The Committee
will hear from representatives of the State Department of Housing and Community Development, regional planning agencies, cities, counties, residential developers, and affordable housing
advocates. The Committee will receive testimony regarding
problems and conflicts with the present law and possible
solutions.
The paper begins with a brief discussion of the general plan
and the mandatory elements.
It follows with a brief history of
the housing element law and an explanation of the current requirements.
Next, the report includes a discussion of the
fairshare allocation of a city or county's regional housing
need, the Department of Housing and Community Development's
review of housing elements, and the federal requirements to
prepare a Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS).
Finally, the paper briefly describes current and pending
housing element legislation.
THE GENERAL PLAN

Each city and county must prepare and adopt a general plan to
guide the future growth of a community.
Every general plan
must contain mandatory elements:

o Land Use - Designates the distribution and general location of land uses for housing, business, industry, open space,
education, public buildings and grounds, solid and liquid waste
facilities, and other categories of public and private uses of
land.
o Circulation - Consist of the general location and extent
of existing and proposed major thoroughfares, transportation
routes, terminals, and other public utilities and facilities.
o Housing - Identifies and analyzes existing and projected
housing needs for the preservation, improvement, and development of housing.
o Conservation - Covers the conservation, development, and
use of natural resources.
o Open-space - Identifies areas required for the preservation of natural resources, outdoor recreation, and public
health and safety.
1

o Noise - Analyzes and quantifies the current and projected noise levels for highways and freeways, railroads,
airports, industrial plants, and other ground stationary noise
sources.
o Safety - Identifies seismic and other geologic hazards.
HOUSING ELEMENT LAW

Legislation authored by then-Assemblyman Pete Wilson added the
housing element to the general plan law in 1969. The language
was very general.
In 1971, the State Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD) adopted informal, advisory guidelines for the preparation of housing elements. HCD's review of
a housing element was voluntary and infrequent. A 1975 bill
authorized HCD to review and comment on housing elements.
HCD's 1977 guidelines required increased detail and introduced
the concept of planning for the community's fair share of its
region's new construction need.
As California's housing affordability problems grew, officials
argued over whether HCD's guidelines were advisory or mandatory. A 1980 bill resolved the controversy by enacting housing
element requirements into law. The revised law also mandated
HCD to review draft housing elements, and required communities
to consider HCD's findings before adopting an element. These
requirements, with several amendments in 1989 and 1990, remain
the standard for housing element development.
Unlike the other mandatory general plan elements, the housing
element law contains detailed requirements for both process and
content.
It is the only element subject to mandatory review by
a state agency.
What does a housing element include?

A housing element must identify and analyze existing and projected housing needs, and must contain goals, policies, quantified objectives, financial resources, and scheduled programs
for the preservation, improvement, and development of housing.
It must identify adequate sites for housing, including rental
housing, factory-built housing, and mobilehomes, and make adequate provision for the existing and projected needs of all
economic segments of the community.
o Needs Assessment - The assessment of housing needs and
inventory must include:

1. Population and employment trends and documentation of
projections and a quantification of the community's existing
and projected housing needs for all income levels.
2
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2. Documentation of household characteristics, including
level of payment compared to ability to pay, housing characteristics, including overcrowding, and housing stock condition.
3. Inventory of land suitable for residential development,
and an analysis of the relationship of zoning and public facilities and services to sites.
4. Potential and actual governmental and nongovernmental
constraints upon the maintenance, improvement, or development
of housing for all income levels.
5. Special housing needs, such as those of the handicapped, elderly, large families, farmworkers, families with
female heads of households, and families and persons in need of
emergency shelter.
6. Opportunities for residential energy conservation.
7. Existing assisted housing developments that are eligible to change from low-income housing uses during the next 10
years due to termination of subsidy contracts, mortgage prepayment, or expiration of restrictions on use.
o Quantified objectives by income category - The housing
element must estimate the number of units expected to be constructed, rehabilitated, and conserved, over a five-year period, for each household income group: very low-income, lowincome, moderate-income, and above moderate-income households.
o Five-year schedule of actions - A program to implement
the policies and achieve the goals and objectives of the housing element. The program must:

1. Identify adequate sites that are properly zoned and
served by public facilities for a variety of housing types for
all income levels.
If adequate sites are not available, the
program must provide for sufficient sites with zoning that
permits owner-occupied and rental multifamily residential use
by right.
2. Assist in the development of adequate housing to meet
the needs of low- and moderate-income households.
3. Address and remove, if possible, governmental constraints to the maintenance, improvement, and development of
housing.
4. Conserve and improve the condition of existing affordable housing stock.
5. Promote housing opportunities for all persons.
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6. Preserve for lower income households the assisted housing developments.
Fairshare Allocation

The Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
determines each region's share of statewide housing needs.
Each Council of Governments (COG) then determines the existing
and projected housing needs for its region. The COG determines
the share for each city or county within its jurisdiction. For
areas not covered by a COG, HCD performs this function.
The COG (or HCD) must provide each city and county with data
describing the assumptions and methodology used in calculating
its share of the regional housing need. The distribution must
consider the area's housing demand, employment opportunities,
availability of suitable sites and public facilities, commuting
patterns, housing needs (including farmworker housing), and the
loss of assisted housing developments.
It must also seek to
reduce the concentration of lower income households in cities
or counties which already have disproportionately high proportions of lower income households.
The COG must reduce the share of regional housing needs of a
county if other cities within the county agree to increase
their shares. The county's share of low-income and very lowincome housing drops only in proportion to the amount by which
the county's share of moderate- and above moderate-income housing drops.
A city or county has 90 days to propose a revision to its allocated share of regional housing needs. The COG has 60 days
to review a proposed revision.
If the COG does not agree with
the revision, the city or county has 30 days to request a
public hearing.
HCD's Review of Housing Elements

Cities and counties must submit their draft housing elements to
HCD for review before adoption. HCD must review draft housing
elements within 45 days and determines whether the element substantially complies with the law. Communities must consider
HCD's comments before adopting the element and amend the element to respond to those comments. Alternatively, a city or
county can choose not to act on HCD's recommendations and adopt
the element with few or no changes, but with written findings
describing why local officials believe that the element complies with housing element law despite HCD's findings.
In
either case, adopted housing elements must be submitted to HCD
and HCD must review adopted elements within 120 days.
4

How often must communities revise their housing elements?

State law provides specific deadlines for local agencies to
revise their housing elements. To avoid overwhelming HCD, the
statutory schedule staggers the deadlines by region:
o southern california Association of Governments:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Revision
Revision
Revision
Revision

-

July
July
June
June

1, 1984
1, 1989
30, 1996
30, 2000

o Association of Bay Area Governments:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Revision
Revision
Revision
Revision

-

January 1, 1985
July 1, 1990
June 30, 1997
June 30, 2002

o San Diego Association of Governments, the council of
Fresno County Governments, the Kern County Council of
Governments, the Sacramento Council of Governments, and the
Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Revision
Revision
Revision
Revision

-

July
July
June
June

1, 1985
1, 1991
30, 1998
30, 2003

o All other local governments:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Revision
Revision
Revision
Revision

-

January 1, 1986
July 1, 1992
June 30, 1999
June 30, 2004

Subsequent revisions follow every five years.
Compliance vs. Non-compliance

State law requires 517 cities and counties to have housing
elements. As of September 30, 1993, 172 communities (33%) had
adopted housing elements which HCD found to be in substantial
compliance with housing element law; 345 communities (67%) had
either adopted elements which HCD considered to be out of compliance or has not yet adopted their housing element.
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Failure to Comply

Failure to comply has relatively minor consequences for local
governments. Housing element compliance is one factor that
State officials consider when awarding housing funds.
Requirements vary, but several programs administered by HCD use housing element compliance as rating or ranking criterion in the
awarding of funds.
Additionally, a community's non-compliance with housing element
law renders its general plan inadequate and leaves the community exposed to legal challenges which could limit its ability
to issue building permits, institute zoning changes, establish
a redevelopment project area, or carry out other general policies or programs.
Litigation by private parties or the Attorney General's Office
is the only available mechanism for enforcing housing element
law. However, this mechanism is costly and uncertain in application. There are few administrative incentives for local
governments to comply with State housing element law and, aside
from those mentioned above, there are no serious sanctions for
those who do not comply.
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

The Cranston-Gonzales National Affordable Housing Act of 1990
requires each state and local government to prepare a Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS), referred to as a
"housing strategy," to apply for, and receive, certain federal
housing assistance, including the HOME and HOPE (new programs
authorized by the Act), Community Development Block Grant, and
McKinney Act Programs. The housing strategy must be a single
five-year action-oriented plan.
A CHAS serves as an action-oriented management tool for state
and local governments.
It also serves as a monitoring tool for
the federal Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to determine
how effectively a jurisdiction is satisfying the needs identified within available resources. The housing strategy is comprised of five parts:

o Needs assessment.
o Market and housing inventory conditions.

o Five-year housing strategy.
o Resources assessment for implementation.

o Five-year implementation plan.
6

The housing strategy requires a state or local government to
estimate the housing assistance needs of its very low-income,
low-income, and moderate-income families, including the needs
of homeless individuals and families, and assesses the availability of unassisted housing, assisted housing, and other
resources for addressing these needs. Based on this information, a jurisdiction must develop a strategy for meeting
these housing assistance needs over a five-year period. Each
year, a jurisdiction must decide how the available resources
will be used to provide affordable housing for needy families.
The CHAS is similar to California's housing element. However,
HUD does not accept housing elements in place of a CHAS, although there is great overlap between the two documents.
1993 LEGISLATION RELATING TO HOUSING ELEMENTS
o AB 51 (Costa) changes the housing element law by authorizing a city or county to transfer up to 25% of its share of
the region's affordable housing needs, but not more than 500
units, to a contiguous city or county. Status: Senate Appropriations Committee; two-year bill.
o AB 764 (Goldsmith) allows a locality to identify adequate sites in their "five-year schedule of actions" program to
meet their housing needs by identifying sites that:
(1) are
not appropriately zoned; (2) would be converted from nonaffordable to affordable housing; (3) are vacant or in need of substantial rehabilitation; and (4) located outside of the jurisdiction of the local government. Status: Senate Local
Government Committee; two-year bill.
o AB 1499 (Campbell) allows local government to petition a
COG or HCD for a "finding of satisfactory performance pursuant
to State housing element law," or a "finding of automatic compliance," which, if approved, would allow the local government
to be exempt from HCD review of their housing element and have
priority rating for state funding.
Findings would be based on
a comparison of a petitioning local government with the performance of similar communities within the region. Status:
Assembly Local Government Committee; two-year bill.
o AB 2172 (Hauser) extends housing element deadlines by
two years.
Status: Chapter 695, Statutes of 1993.
ISSUES
o How effective is the housing element? Ideally, the
housing element should provide a "blueprint" for housing production.
Instead, it has resulted in continuous battles between local agencies and HCD. HCD finds that cities are often
out of compliance with the law, and local governments feel that
7
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they should have more input in developing housing policies that
affect their communities. HCD is responsible for reviewing and
monitoring of housing elements. However, there is no enforcement mechanism to insure compliance with the housing element
law.
POLICY ISSUE: HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE HOUSING ELEMENT LAW? IS IT
INCREASING THE PRODUCTION OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING? SHOULD A
MONITORING PROCESS BE ESTABLISHED?
o Compliance. Only 33% of cities and counties comply with
housing element requirements. There are few administrative
incentives for local governments to comply. The awarding of
certain state administered housing funds give priority to communities that comply.

Some argue that the State should give incentives to local governments that comply with housing element requirements:
priority for infrastructure and other state funds; reward
jurisdictions for meeting or exceeding their production targets; and base the allocation of sales tax on performance.
POLICY ISSUE:
SHOULD JURISDICTIONS BE PENALIZED OR REWARDED
FOR COMPLYING WITH HOUSING ELEMENT LAW?
o Fair Share Allocation. According to local officials,
the process of determining fairshare numbers need further
examination and revision to ensure that State officials give
more accurate numbers to the COGs. Current law requires HCD to
rely on population projections provided by the State Department
of Finance (DOF).
The projections are strictly mechanical and
do not consider planning factors such as local growth policies,
habitat preservation, clean air, and traffic congestion.

Assigning the share of the State's housing needs to each COG
should not be based solely on the Department of Finance population estimates.
It should be coordinated with other regional population forecasts and negotiated between the regions,
local governments, and state officials.
Some communities argue that the current allocation system results in a higher allocation of lower income units than comparable communities. However, most communities do not come
close to meeting the targets for lower income households.
POLICY ISSUE:
IS THE CURRENT METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE SHARE
OF REGIONAL HOUSING NEEDS ADEQUATE? DOES LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
HAVE ADEQUATE INPUT IN THE CURRENT PROCESS?
o state housing element vs. federal CHAS requirements.
The federal CHAS requires the assessment of information that is
similar to portions of a housing element. Both documents require a needs assessment which includes: population, employment, and housing need projections; documentation of housing
8

characteristics; identification of special housing needs; and
identification of assisted housing developments.
Duplication
between the CHAS and the housing element requirements are costly to local governments.
POLICY ISSUE: SHOULD THE FEDERAL CHAS BE COMBINED WITH THE
STATE HOUSING ELEMENT SO ONE DOCUMENT CAN SATISFY BOTH
DOCUMENTS?
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Interim Hearing on Housing Element Reform
by Timothy L. Coyle, Director
Department of Housing and Community Development

Madam Chair and Members. I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak to you
today about affordable housing in California and the need to reform the state's housing
element law. Madam Chair, I believe it is fitting that the newly merged Housing and
Local Government Committee is holding this meeting as one of its first to discuss the
need to reform the State's 25-year old housing element law.
In fact, Madam Chair, the recent marriage of the two committees is symbolic of the goal
of housing element law: a merging of public and private forces to fully and effectively
utilize local land use authority to produce affordable housing. Indeed, the need to
reform the law is as profound and compelling as the need to meet California's housing
demand.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN CALIFORNIA
Let me begin my testimony by saying that today's outlook on housing in California is
improved over what it was a year ago when I appeared before the Senate Housing
Committee. Both new and existing home sales are up in most markets around the state.
New home sales, which are prolific job generators, are up by 77 percent over last year.
Even in economically battered Southern California home sales have climbed steadily over
the past four months. A long-overdue recovery of the beleaguered real estate industry
may be well underway.
Of course, it is our shared ambition and responsibility, Madam Chair, to ensure that
these trends continue for the benefit of the state's overall economic well-being, with
government acting as ally instead of adversary. Indeed, the landmark legislative reforms
of worker's compensation, business taxation and the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) accomplished this past session in a true spirit of bipartisanship signaled a
commitment in Sacramento to revitalize the state's business environment and commence
what Governor Wilson has chartered as the great California Comeback.
Already there are signs that business and working men and women are responding.
U-Haul, for example, was reporting last year that for the first time in California's history
more people were moving out of California than were moving in. This year they are
reporting that is no longer the case; in fact, in some areas of the state the patterns of
domestic inmigration have returned to what they used to be when California's economy
was stronger. More importantly, and particularly for jobless residents of the state,
businesses both large and small are responding to Governor Wilson's pledge to make
California a friendly and accomodating place to do business. Companies such as Intel
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and Lego have both said that their decisions to locate new enterprises in California were
very much influenced by an impression of a more favorable business climate in the state.
So, Madam Chair, the question is no longer whether we in Sacramento have the will to
bring about positive reform for the California's economic future. The question now is
whether we have the will to sustain and even improve on these important reforms.
As housing is critical to the economic and social vitality of a community (and a state),
increasing affordability should be a companion goal for economic recovery. Affordable
housing opportunities remain out of reach for a great number of Californians. Basic
shelter is becoming more and more expensive to produce, thereby increasing the scarcity
of affordable housing, which in turn is crippling the state's economy. The building
industry is suffering its highest unemployment in two decades. And, when builders are
out of work so to are retail, manufacturing, service industry and even government
workers.

In addition, population growth alone is dramatically increasing the demand for new
housing units. But while the state estimates demand ranges from 250,000 to 300,000
units per year, only 96,000 units were produced in California in 1992.
California has become synonymous with high-cost housing. Since 1970, the median price
for a single-family home in California has grown 700 percent while household income in
the state grew 232 percent. By contrast, the national median price for a house grew
approximately 365 percent during the past twenty years while income grew by 220
percent. A report of the National Association of Home Builders shows that California is
home to 19 of the 25 least affordable housing markets in the nation.
Currently, the state-wide median-priced home costs about $194,000; the national median
cost is about $104,000. In order to qualify for a median-priced home in California, a
homebuyer would need an annual household income of about $64,500. The median
California income is $36,000. With this type of affordability gap, it is no wonder that
California's homeownership rate lags by nearly ten percent behind the national average.
While natural and desirable economic forces are at work in California housing markets,
unreasonable local political and regulatory practices are having an increasingly profound
influence on the cost of new homes. A report by the Claremont Institute of California
estimates that in one California county, onerous fees, zoning limitations and other
business and development regulations are adding as much as $110,000 to the cost of a
single-family home. The National Association of Home Builders found that in San
Francisco, an average of $26,000 was added to the price of a 2,000 square foot home by
permits and housing fees -- that was twice as much as permits and fees in Boston, six
times as much as Pittsburg and thirteen times as much as Houston. It is estimated that
each additional $1,000 in costs on a $125,000 house knocks out 10,000 potential buyers.
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What do these conditions look like in a local housing market? A developer in one
Inland Empire community has been waiting more than three years to get approval for a
townhouse development which will provide homeownership opportunities to working
families earning below the area median income. His wait has cost him more than
$2 million without even a shovel of dirt being turned.
A nationally recognized and award-winning housing developer in a North Coast
community is taking his case to court. Despite the overwhelming support of the local
planning commission, local business organizations, the local newspapers and a wide range
of local townspeople, the city council denied approval of two dozen single-family homes
affordable to low- and moderate-income buyers. The public defense the council gave its
decision was that by prohibiting the development of this housing -- affordable to teachers
and police and local government employees -- this town of less than 20,000 would avoid
becoming another Los Angeles.
Economic constraints and government regulation have taken their toll on rental housing
production as well. Multi-family production has been on a steady decline since 1986
when 168,000 units were produced. In 1992, only 24,500 units were built. The decline
in production and increase in population have combined to cause upward pressure on
rents, particularly for low-income families, in many markets throughout the state. Recent
data from the Bureau of the Census shows that California's rent burdens increased over
the past decade for a wide range of income groups. Meanwhile, excessive design
requirements driven by NIMBY and other local political pressures are making the cost of
building new housing for low- and moderate-income rental housing prohibitive.
In one Southern California community, excessive and extraordinary design and parking
requirements produced low-income housing at a cost of more than $200,000 per unit.
Nearly all of the funds provided for the development of this housing project came from
public coffers. One would expect to get a lot more housing for the tax dollars spent to
build that project. We must lift unnecessary constraints to the development of affordable
rental housing in local markets for all income groups -- but particularly for low- and
moderate-income families -- or hopes for a housing boom will quickly bust.
Madam Chair, as you know, the state's housing affordability gap is not only exacting pain
on working California families whose dream it is to now, or one day, buy a home. Or
only on renters seeking decent housing at a reasonable cost. Because it has come to
bear more greatly on livability, housing affordability also is commonly cited by businesses
as a primary reason for aborting plans for locating or expanding in California. A study
by five major Southern California utility companies found that firms had relocated 92,000
manufacturing jobs out of state since 1987. When asked why their companies relocated,
40 percent of large companies and more than 50 percent of small businesses cited the
high cost of housing for their employees as a major factor.
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The problem has grown as other states are evermore aggressive in competing for new
business and enticing existing California business to relocate. A recent Ernst and Young
study on corporate relocation identified housing costs as a major factor for business
relocation decisions. Taxes and the regulatory environment were identified also as key
factors. Correspondingly, among the most important factors in the study, was whether
government has had a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward new business
development. This~ factor above all others in its category was reported to have
substantial influence over the decision of businesses to relocate into or out of particular
markets.
Which leads us back to the purpose of this hearing. Today's discussion should be as
much about defining government's role in promoting affordable housing as it is about
defining the terms of housing element reform. As companies like Intel and Lego have
learned and applauded, governments can do much to produce positive economic, as well
as social, outcomes. It is our desire at the Department of Housing and Community
Development to have manifest in housing element law only that which is necessary to
help local communities produce the housing that is needed. Accordingly, the involvement
of HCD in local land-use decisions about housing should vary inversely with the level of
housing production in the community. At the risk of stating the obvious, Jet me say that
such logic is not available in housing element law today.
HISTORY

In framing housing element law in 1968, its author, then-Assemblyman Pete Wilson,
assigned a simple principle as its intent: "localities shall make provisions to
accommodate the housing needs of all economic segments of the community." That
principle was founded on the logic that in order for the private market to adequately
address housing needs, local governments need to adopt a land use plan and regulatory
scheme that provides opportunities for, and does not unduly constrain, housing
development.
In approving housing element Jaw, the Legislature also seemed to determine that because
the general plan was the preeminent local doctrine for local land use and that the
housing element should be a component of the general plan and the blueprint for
meeting the state's affordable housing needs.
The Department of Housing and Community Development adopted informal, advisory
guidelines for the preparation of housing elements, with reviews of elements voluntary
and infrequent. In 1975, the Department was formally authorized to review and
comment on housing elements.
In 1980, legislation imposed additional reporting requirements for localities and
introduced the concept of assigning to localities their "fair share" of regional housing
need. Not until this legislation did housing element become a formal state housing
4

program. With the enactment of Chapter 1143, Statutes of 1980 -- which codified
nousing element requirements -- the Department's review of local housing elements and
,.:orresponding guidelines for adoption becam.~, in essence, legally binding. Madam Chair,
legislation which you carried in 1990, affirmed these legal obligations of local
governments.
\Vhen meeting the state's affordable housing needs was determined to be a supreme
objective, housing element Jaw was established to ensure that parochial concerns w,m)d
nnt limit the ability of Califurnia, as a whole, to plan and provide for its future residents.
The Department of Housing and Community Development became the administrator of
housing element law and the relationship between the state and local governments with
regard to land use decision making was transformed. The requirements of the 198U
legislation, with several amendments in 1989 and 1990, remain as the standard for
housing element today.
HOUSI\fG ELEMEi\T TODAY
Today's housing elements must include the following components:
•

A review of the previous element.

•

A housing needs assessment inc.:luding an identification and analysis of existing and
projected housing needs. [Existing ne,:ds are defined by overcrowding, the
number of households with special needs (i.e. elderly and disabled) and
substandard housing that needs to be :·eplaced. Projected needs include a
locality's share of the regional housing needs as established by the Regional
Housing Needs Plan prepared by the Council of Governments (COG), or the
HCD where n11 COG exists.]
A land inventory that identifies and evaluates available land resources within the
community [including vacant land zoned for residential development, land that can
be redeveloped, and the availability of infrastructure for future development].
An analysis of governmental and non-governmental constraints on the
development of housing. Housing elements are required to evaluate the local
governmental policies and requirements that have the potential to create barriers
to the development and improvement of housing. The element must evaluate
land use controls, permit processing n:quirements, and local fees, for example. It
must also consider the impact of potential non-governmental constraints such as
land costs and the availability of financing.
Housing programs that identify adequate sites to accommodate the locality's share
of the regional housing need; assist in the development of low- and moderateincome housing; remuve or mitigate gtJvernmental con:-,traints; improve and
::

conserve the existing affordable housing stock; and promote equal housing
opportunity.
•

Quantified objectives regarding tht: number of housing units the locality expects to
be constructed, rehabilitated or conserved during the planning period.

There are 527 California cities and counties that are required to have a housing
The law requires these local governments to update their housing elements every five
years and to annually report their progress in meeting regional housing needs.
housing elements, updated housing elements and annual reports must
submitted to
the HCD for review.
Local governments submit draft housing dements which HCD must review within
and upon which HCD must report written findings as to whether or not the element
substantially complies with the law. Local governments are required to consider HCD's
comments and either amend their elements to address HCD's concerns or adopt the
element with written findings describing why, in spite of HCD's findings, the locality
believes the element complies with the law. Adopted housing elements must be promptly
submitted to HCD. The Department has 120 days to review the adopted element and
report its findings tu the iocality.
\Vhat I've described is the theoretical model for housing element compliance. And
taking seriously its responsibility for administering the law, HCD under the \Vilson
Administration has made a concerted effort to increase compliance and produce
affordable housing. In particular, the Wilson Administration has sought to use
element to discourage restrictive and prohibitive land-use and regulatory policies and
expand the availability and supply of affordable housing through more productive
action.
CO~IPLIANCE

EFFORTS

\Vhen the Administration first took office the housing element compliance rate w:1s 1
Governor Wilson made it a priority to increase compliance within the limitations
the
lmv. This department set out on a housing element compliance mission. \Ve met with
cities, fostered a new atmusphere of cooperation, and provided technical assistance tc1
communities. \Ve have cunducted our ovvn workshops and participated with other
interested organizations 1 over 45 housing element-related conferences.
The Administration
to enforce the statutory links between housing element
funding. In the 1SJSO's. several state funding programs were partially linked to housing
elements --adoption. but not compliance, of a housing element is required to receive
federal Community Develupment Block Crant (CDBG) funds administered by the Sta
In ;1ddition, housing clement compliance
a competitive factor in the awarding
St~J'
funds, including bond funds authurized b) voters in lSJSK and 1
The Wilson
(;

i

1

Administration, in designing the new federally-funded HOME program, also provided an
mcentive for housing element compliance by giving significant bonus points to cities and
counties who had met the requirements of tJ:-,e Jaw.
In October of 1992, at the request of HCD, 1he Attorney General sent letters to 47 local
governments that had failed to update their housing elements pursuant to the statutory
schedule: Several rocal governments contacted by the Attorney General had not adopted
an updated element in ten years. The Attorney General's letter requested that the local
governments work with HCD to develop an acceptable schedule for revising their
housing elements or face possible legal action. The results were very positive -- 42 of the
45 localities have suhmitted updated housing elements or acceptable schedules for
r.:;1mpleting their elements.
As a result of this increased effort by HCD (and with the help of the Attorney General's
office) housing ele.,ment compliance has increased. By December 7, 1993, 37% of local
California communities have housing element that were found in compliance by the
Department of Housing.
THE NEED FOR l{EFORl\1
But a more typical scenario is represented h; the Department's now three-year-old
deliberations with a ~orthern California community. As all other communities are
rc~quired to do, this community was responsible for submitting to HCD a draft housing
,·lement as its new 5-year cycle hegan. It tm;k nearly a year for the Department to
receive the first draft. Over the succeeding two years the community submitted more
rhan half a dozen draft or adopted elements, all of which fell well short of meeting the
requirements. During this time, it was not unusual for HCD staff to work out with
lhe lucal community's housing and planning ~tatl an acceptable housing element only to
~tve the local governing body disapprove. HCD is continuing to work with the
,·urmnunity, particularly since it is now the defendant in a Jmvsuit brought against it for its
tailure to adopt a compliant local housing element. All the while, of course, little or no
housing was or is being built.

While the previous illustration is not an unusual situation, the community involved was at
least making an effort to conform its local pLtnning procedures to the goals of housing
lement law. In at! too frequent situations, however, communities simply choose to
tgnure the law. Many communities around the state until recently had failed to submit
1ny evidence of a local housing element for. :n some cases, as many as 15 years.
Un the flip side, communities like the City ot Monrovia, the Deputy Mayor of which the
C rmittee will hear from today, was cited h) the Attorney General of California, at
HCD's hehest, as being among the most seriuus violators of housing element law.
!:tdc"ed, HCD's records showed that Monrovi:t had failed to submit a document
curresponding to their housing element ublig:ttions in about six years. In reality,

however, and unknown to HCD was that Monrovia was among the most productive and
creative affordable housing producers in the state. Not only did the housing element
process sanction a community on the basis of its failure to produce a relatively obscure,
and insignificant piece of paper but, more seriously, housing element failed to
and reward a community for housing production.

At its very worst, a community's housing element may be adopted and deemed approved
by the state, and fail to execute on its plan. An example of this comes from another
Southern California community which designed a local program to produce lowmoderate-income housing units in connecion with market-rate developments. Thl~
inducement for private builders was a generous and apparently acceptable packagt:
government-sponsored incentives. However, when it came time to approve specific
housing developments major pieces of the incentives package were excluded or
disapproved. The.result: no housing developments were approved under this plan.
Madam Chair, a government housing program with such extreme weaknesses and
obvious tlaws, which burdens both state and local government, and which fails to
guarantee even a modest level of housing production is overdue fr 1 r rehmn.
This law, outlined in brief above, is borne of a simple, noble intention -- to ensure
all Californians find safe, affordable housing. In actuality, housing element does not
enough to promote the provision of affordable housing and has turned into an ene
and money guzzling bureaucratic maze.
Why isn't housing element law meeting its intended goal? Why me local governments
failing to comply \vith the law? Why doesn't the law protect tht~ individuals that this
Legislature sought to protect: the soon-to-be Californians, low-income residents.
owners and homeless persuns'!
Housing element is failing because it is a flawed system. Currently. the law is heavy c
paper processing and light on production. The obstacles to a compliant housing elemt'nt
are large, and because of that, many localities have chosen to ignure the law altogethe
Many other local governments spend precious time and even more precious money
creating a housing plan that complies with state law on paper, but does not, in
application, ensure that huusing is being produced.

THE REFOR:\1
Simply, current housing element law is flawed in two critcal ways: There is no
correlation between compliance and hous ng production; and there are no effective
me;\ll:-; of enforcement.
-curdingly, I\I,Hbm Chair, I believe refcrm
;uld be
the tulluwing key pnncip

J.

Establish production as the law's prin,.:iple objective and reward communities for
meeting. . . . state housinLr.::::. buoals·'
Reduce the administrative burden imposed on both the state and localities:
Increase flexibility to more effectively respond to market and financing
opportunities;

4.

Accomplish meaningful local regulatory reform; and

J.

Increase opportunities for low- and moderate-income housing .

.Vfore specifically, the principles could be utilized to reform the law and restrictive land
use policies in the follmving ways:
Whereas current law requires local governmt~nts to zone sufficient land with the
expectation that they will meet their respecti·1e fair share of housing, a reformed housing
' lement review may be based upon performance standards \vith incentives for
c·nies/counties toward achieving their housing production and affordability goals.
Whereas current lmv reuuires local ~overnmc"nt to submit a huusml! element everv five
"t:ars with no exceptions, a reformed housing element process should provide for selfcertification fur thos,_: localities which meet ur exceed their performance standards.
l

"-'

._.,

"

Whereas current law takes a brief, cursory look at regulatory burdens to housing
pruduction, a reformed housing element should require non-producing localities to adopt
:;pc,:ific programs, if none exist, for reducing or eliminating regulatory barriers to the
uction of affordabie housing. As previously stated, it is estimated that each
additional $1,000 in cusrs L)ll a $125,000 house knocks out 10,000 potential buyers.
fhcrefure, every dollar that is earned in savi:1gs from reducing government constraints
~epresents a community's down payment on homeownership.
\\hcreas current law provides little or no sar;ctions for local communities that ha\·e failed
u Cil!nply with housmg element law altogether, a reformed housing element law should
:'nre strongly protec opportunities for the production of low- and moderate-income
housing by strengthening existing law (the so-called SB 2011).
\\'lwreas current la\v provides for limited interaction between the COG's and cities and
:.:l)unties on the dissemination of fair share n'tmbers, a reformed housing element law
uld provide greater tlexibility and allow filr increased COG/county/city consultation
.tnd cooperation during the "h1ir share" ;lllocation process.
\V!h"reas current la\v is highly intkxihle, proribiting most transfers between neighboring
,u
ictions and requiring all cities and cuun'ies to submit housing elements that analyze
l)

the same, standard housing issues, a reformed housing element law should provide
greater flexibility tu include allowing "share" transfers, allowing for innovative forms
housing (i.e. congregate care), and allowing overall production figures to include not only
ne,vly constructed units, but also rehabi\iuted units.
Whereas current law places undue administrative burdens on local government, a
reformed housing element law should reduce state-imposed administrative burdens to
include the state providing local communities \vith data and certain required statistics.
and the permitted use of the federal Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy
(CHAS) as a means of satisfying certain state reporting requirements. In addition,
housing element requirements could be streamlined with any duplicative federal,
other state requirements.
Several approaches may be taken in support of the aforementioned reform principles
Among them are sume that the Departm~nt is considering.
In mder to establish performance standards, cities and counties \'vhich have mer a cen
percentage of the fair s re housing num:)er, both affordable and market, will
k
update their housing dement, but they wdl nut need to submil it u HCD for review. n
using: developmt"nt
effect, any city or cuunty who is doing a good job providing for
dues not need state uversight of their hm sing: policies and therefore should be exem
from state interventtun. They can selt-ce tify their compliance wnh hou:;ing element J.,w.
On the other hand, cities and counties th tt fail to meet fair share numbers need more
encouragement than current housing element law provides for and should have to
that they have a land use plan and regulcJtory scheme that promotes production.
cities and counties should be assumed our of compliance with housing element law.
should then be required w submit a housing element and, in order to be found in
compliance with state law, the local govet nment should have to prove that they do
hmc~ any local regulations that pose a barrier to the production
affordable
they will also have tu shuw that they have zuned sufficient land tu accommochne
fair share of afforcbhk
using. Furthermore, the non-pruducin~ city/eclllnty will
to
demonstrate what nun-guvernment factors limited the market and led to dt:ficicnt
production levels.
In crder to strengthen the disincentives fur nun-compliance, the protections of Sectior
6.55SY.5 of the Government Code, the so-called SB 2011 provisions, could be
strcnghtened by ex~endin~ to developers
moderate-income hm:sing the ability tu
recuurse in the courts if J nun-complying local government disapDroves a moderakincnme housing development proposal and dues not find that u number of specific
conditions exists (i.e. the proposed devell,pment is un land
for agricultural
resuurce preservatiun,
prupused development wuuld have a s
tlpl':1 the public hedl~h u:· sakty).

j()

Performance standards will not work unless local governments agree with and
ctcknowledge the legitimacy of the fair share numbers they are given. 'With this in mind,
the COG/city/county cooperation during the 'fair share" allocation process is vital to the
dlectiveness of housing element law. If COG's and cities and counties cooperate to
allocate the aggregate COG fair share number throughout the COG region, then the
legitimacy of fair share projections can only be bolstered.
Since no two cities are alike. no two housing elements are alike -- and the law should
retlect that. There is room for greater flexibility, allowing cities to conform to more
general requirements and, then, conforming to only those requirements that apply to
them (i.e. an inland community will not have to retlect upon coastal land use, an urban
_:ity will not have to reflect upon farmworker housing). Greater flexibility is already
rJffered within the current version of AB51 -- that is transfers of fair share from one
locality to another.
Administration is overwhelmingly concerned with reforming st:.lte government in
urckr to make it work more efficiently. We are pursuing a more efficient form of
housing element law. But it is alsu important to "clean up" the law. To erase duplicative
m unnecessary requirements and to relieve L)Cal governments of irrelevant administrative
burdens that place undo fiscal constraints on local budgets.
In JY90, the federal government copied Calitornia's housing element law and extended
the: concept nationwide. The National Affor Jable Housing Act requires any jurisdiction
(including the State of California) receiving iederal housing funds to complete a
Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS). This document compares well,
but not exactly, with housing element. The r\dministration is negotiating with the
Department of Housing and Urban Development their acceptance of housing elements
.n lieu of the CHAS. This would greatly reduce local papenvork. As a corollary, we
:1dicve that this state could help tu reduce lucal administrative burdens by allowing the
CHAS to be substitued for most component:, of the housing element.
~~Jc:ll

burdens can also be reduced by requiring the state to prmick much of the data
::;1d reports necessary to complete the housi11g element; streamlining the income group
c:bssifications from the current 4 to 2 (afforcable and market rate); and the most hurden
reducing of aiL exempting "good" cities from housing element re\·iew all together.
As l believe you are <J\vare, Madam Chair, the Department has been meeting with
1using experts thruughuut the state and ha:--. solicited ideas from many people who deal
.vith housing element every day. Correspom'ingly, the call for reform is resounding.
Over the last three years, the following groups have joined the Department to pursue
:·eturm of housing element law:
i\merican P!ann1ng Association, Califon:ia Chapter
I .eague of Californid Cities
11

California State Association of Counties
California Councils of GLJvernment
California Rural Legal Assistance Founuation
Western Center on Lmv and Poverty
California Coalition for Rural Housing
California Homeless and Housing Coalition
Housing Now, California
California Association of Realtors
Bay Area Council
California Housing Council
California Building Industry Association
California Chamber of Commerce
\Vhile there may not yet be consensus among these disparate groups on the means t'
accomplish reform, I believe there is un,il1imity of spirit and effort to reach the

CO:XCLUSION
Madam Chair, we ali sh~1re the goal of increasing the availability and supply of
housing to meet the nec:~ls of Californiar,s now and in the future. I don't belive that
hmvever perfect a housing element or huwever compelling a state goals may be,
can't guarantee that our housing needs will be met. Nevertheless, the prospect
implications of housing cost escalation and housing production deterioration cont;nuP
are ample justification fur government taking an active role in br mging about recove:.
In the end it will be what local government is encouraged to do less of that wiil
the prospects for strl1ng and unfettered California b.ousing markets
As previously stated, that's our aim in rei·urrning housing dement law. We will
to honor local control but will demand rcason:1ble housing production in return.
will reserve its direct participation in loc,,l land-use affairs for thuse communities
fail to meet those reason~1ble production goals.
But, despite the recent Improvement in compliance, the current law won't do. Housi
element law is broken. You can draw nu correlation between housing element
compliance and huusing production. There is no pattern of City A, with a compliant
housing element, m;t-pruducing City B, "'ith no housing element at all. \Ve have
rules and regulations -- c,Jstly and imposing ones -- that require LJcal governments tl.
out a map but do ''
uire !oc~ll governments to ever even embark upon the
to production.
Gmernor \Vilson i:; cum:nitted to reform California needs to pruduce more housing
California needs tu rcvi\c:, revitalize and unshackle the housing industry; allow them
meet the state's nec:d a
provide fur ou:· ne\v and existing (and impatient) Calift) 1 ni
working men and \\,lll11c:T. And if state gwernment means are tD be used to j
l
/
j-

localities on how well they meet state goals, the means should judge not as much the
mdividual maps, ami judge more whether and how well they reach their destination;
incremental housing production.
There is a need for housing element law, there is a purpose and that purpose, which Pete
'Nilson verbalized so many years ago, is to e'lsure that localities make provisions to
accommodate the housing needs of all economic segments of the community. Let us
hold firm to that intent and reform the law so that we can ensure that all Californians
find a home here.
:\!acbm Chair, during our recent efforts to build support for housing element reform,
members of my staff and I have frequently brought to our audiences' attention the work
of the Countywide Housing Task Force of Orange County -- a coalition of housing
advocates, builders, business, local elected officials and government staff-- which
developed an important report called "Foundations for Our Future: A Guidebook For
Making Housing More Affordable." The report presents a balanced criticism of existing
constraints to affordable housing -- including the existing housing element regime -- and
recommends agressrve action for reform, with the goal of producing more housing. This
lncument is must reading for all uf us.
But the report c~1ptures in words the imperative that we all recognize differently, but
recognize nonetheless. It says, "At the heart of maintaining and expanding the county's

<:cunomic vibrancy are two inextricably linked factors: increasing jobs and increasing the
county's supply of competitively priced housi:1g to fill the needs of an expanded job base.
Without housing thut is affordable to the workforce, businesses and employees will
re
te to areas which are affordable."
l doubt that there is anyone who wants to qt:arrel with that statement. For the state's
rt, the least we can do is give Orange County, its builders its businesses and its
residents -- of all incomes -- a hand.

Agam, );Jadam Chair. we have looked forward to this hearing and to your interest and
11rk on housing element reform. I'll be happy to answer any questions the Committee
h<tve.
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SENATOR BERGESON, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, MY NAME IS MARK PISANO
AND I AM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF GOVERNMENTS (SCAG). I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE ON BEHALF OF THE
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS (SCAG) REGIONAL
COUNCIL.

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS

BOTH THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS (COG) AND METROPOLITAN PLANNING
ORGANIZATION (11PO) FOR THE SIX COUNTIES OF SAN BERNARDINO, VENTURA,
ORANGE, IMPERIAL, RIVERSIDE AND LOS ANGELES AND THE 188 CITIES THEREI ..

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOV"ERNMENTS IS PREPARED
SUPPORT HOUSING LEGISLATION, CALLING FOR LOCAL, REGIONAL, STATE AND
FEDERAL ENTmES TO WORK TOGETHER TO PROMOTE THE SUPPLY OF AND
ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE AND MARKET-RATE HOUSING.
COUNCIL'S

COMMITTEE

ON

COMMUNITY,

ECONOMIC

OUR REGIONAL
AND

HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT (CEHD) HAS SUPPORTED THE FOLLOWING SEVEN KEY FACTORS
FOR INCLUSION IN ANY HOUSING ELEMENT REFORM.

ALTHOUGH I WILL

OUTLINE THESE FACTORS FOR YOU TODAY, THE FULL TEXT OF MY TESTIMONY
ALONG WITH SELECfED RECOMMENDATIONS PRESENTED IN OUR DRAfT
REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PLAN HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD.
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BEFORE I DISCUSS THE SEVEN FACTORS, I WILL PROVIDE SOME BACKGROUND
ON HOUSING CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, WHICH SHOULD SERVE AS
A BACKDROP FOR UNDERSTANDING WHY WE SEE A NEED FOR REFORMING
HOUSING LAW.

SINCE 1980, HOUSING TRENDS AND CONDmONS IN THE SOUTHLAND HAVE
SHOWN AN OVERALL DECLINE INADEQUATE AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR
MOST RESIDENTS AND NEWCOMERS.
SUCCEED,

IF HOUSING ELEMENT LAW IS TO

IT NEEDS TO LOWER HOUSING COSTS AND INCREASE THE

AVAILABILITY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR EXISTING AS WELL AS THE
FUTURE RESIDENTS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. FOR EXAMPLE, BETWEEN 1980
AND 1990, ELDERLY RENTERS PAID THE MOST FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING. IN
ADDITION 85 PERCENT OF ALL HOUSEHOLDS PAYING MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF
THEIR INCOME FOR HOUSING WERE NON-ELDERLY AND PRIMARILY RENTERS.
IN THE SAME TIME PERIOD, HOMEOWNERSHIP RATES STAYED ABOUT THE SAME
FOR THE POPULATION AS A WHOLE, \VHILE A SUBSTANTIAL DECLINE IN
HOWEOWNERSHIP OCCURRED IN THE YOUNGER ADULT AND MINORITY
POPULATIONS.

THESE CENSUS RESUlTS SHOW US THAT WE MUST REWRITE

HOUSING ELEMENT LAW SO THAT HOUSING AFFORD ABILITY INCREASES AND
OVERCROWDING AND HOMELESSNESS DECREASE.

ANOTHER KEY TO INCREASING ACCESS IS REDUCING THE COST OF BUILDING
HOUSING.

THESE COSTS MUST DECREASE SO THAT BUILDING ACTIVITY CAN

INCREASE. IN FACT, IT IS BUILDING ACTIVITY WHICH HAS HISTORICALLY LEAD
US OUT OF A RECESSION. AS AN EXAMPLE, IN 1991 AND 1992, ONLY 40,000
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMITS WERE ISSUED COMPARED TO A TYPICAL
BUILDING YEAR WHEN 100,000 RESIDENTIAL PERMITS ARE ISSUED. WE MUST
REWRlTE HOUSING ELEMENT LAW SO THAT IT ASSISTS IN ECONOMIC RECOVERY
AND ALLOWS MORE CHOICES IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING TO SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIANS.
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FINALLY, WE NEED TO PLAN FOR HOUSING TO SUPPORT THE FUTURE GR0\4.'TH
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

BY THE YEAR 2010, THE POPULATION IN OUR

REGION IS EXPECTED TO REACH 20.5 MILLION, WHICH IS SIX MILLION MORE
THAN OUR 1990 POPULATION ESTHvfATES. ABOUT TWO MILLION MORE
THAN EXIST TODAY WILL BE NEEDED OVER THE NEXT 20 YEARS.

WE

REWRITE HOUSING ELEMENT LAW TO ADDRESS THIS GROWTH, AS WELL AS THE
ACCOMPANYING SOCIOECONOMIC AND CULTURAL RESULTS OF THIS GRO\\TH.

HAVING PROVIDED BACKGROUND ON CURRENT AND FUTURE HOUSING
I WILL NOW DISCUSS THE SEVEN FACTORS THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNlA

ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS BELIEVES ARE ESSENTIAL TO REFORMING
LAW.

FIRST, THE FAIR SHARE PROCESS SHOULD REMAIN THE BEI)_ROCK_Qft\,:t':JY
HOUSING ELEMENT REFORM EFFORT,

ALL LOCAL JURISDICTIONS,

COUNTIES AND SUBREGIONS, SHOULD SHARE IN THE RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE
EQUITABLE AND SUBSTANTIAL CO>vfMITMENTS TO PROVIDING ADEQUATE AND
AFFORDABLE

HOUSING.

WITHIN

THE

FAIR

SHARE

PROCESS,

GOVERNMENTS SHOULD BE ABLE TO TRANSFER PORTIONS OF THEIR ALLOCATED
NEED SUBJECT TO MUTUALLY AGREED UPON SAFEGUARDS AND CONDITIONS.

SECOND. HOUSING ELEMENT LAW SHOULD SHIFT FROM A PLANNING PRO<~fdS
WHICH FOCUSES ON COMPLETING A PAPER CYCLE TO A PERFORMANCE-BASED
s_YSTEM AS THE MEASURE OF LOCAL COMPLIANCE WITH HOUSING ELEMI::NT
LAW,

LOCAL JURISDICTIONS SHOULD BE EVALUATED ON THEIR ABILITY TO

INCREASE

THE

SUPPLY

AND

AFFORD ABILITY

OF

HOUSING

ADDITIONALLY, THE NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS THAT JURISDICTION
BE EXPECTED TO PROVIDE SHOULD BE LINKED TO THE AVAILABILITY OF
FEDERAL, STATE AND PRIVATE FINANCING, AS WELL AS TO SITE AND
AS ESTABLISHED BY THE LOCAL JURISDICTION.
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THE SPECIFICS

fHE

STANDARDS NEED TO BE DEFINED AND AGREED UPON BY THE STATE,
REGIONAL AND LOCAL ENTITIES INVOLVED IN REFORMING THIS LAW.

WE

EXPECT THE SPECIFICS WILL SERVE TO FUEL THE DEBATE ON HOUSING
ELEMENT REFORM OYER THE 1994 LEGISLATIVE SESSION.

THIRD. LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO SELF-CERTIFY THEIR
HOUSING ELEMENT REFORMS. SELF-CERTIFICATION SHOULD BE LINKED TO A
PERFORMANCE REVIEW AT THE SUBREGIONAL OR REGIONAL LEVEL. THE RIGHT
OF A THIRD PARTY TO REQUEST A REVIEW SHOULD BE ALSO ALLOWED. ANY
CONFLICTS ARISING FROM THE REVIEW SHOULD BE RESOLVED THROUGH A
SUBREGIONAL MEDIATION PROCESS, THEREBY ENSURING A TIMELY RESOLUTION
OF DISPUTES. IF MEDIATION IS UNSUCCESSFUL, THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (HCD) WOULD REVIEW THE HOUSING
ELEMENT PERFORMANCE UNDER QUESTION.

FOURTH. WITH HOUSING ELEMENT REVIEW CONDUCTED AT THE SUBREGIONAL

QR REGIONAL LEVEL, THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMM!lNITY
DEVELOPMENT WOULD MOVE INTO A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ROLE. PROVIDING
HELP ON HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAMS.

THE DEPARTMENT OF

HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SHOULD ALSO BE THE LEADING
ADVOCATE BEFORE THE STATE LEGISLATURE AND U.S. SENATE AND HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, AS WELL AS BEFORE THE BANKING AND FINANCE INDUSTRY,
IN SEEKING THE CAPITAL NEEDED TO FINANCE HOUSING FOR ALL INCOME AND
SPECIAL NEEDS GROUPS. PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF
l:IOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, TO DETERMINE HOW WELL THE
DEPARTMENT FULFILLS THIS NEW ROLE, SHOULD ALSO BE ESTABLISHED BY THE
PARTIES INVOLVED IN REFORMING THE LAW .

.EIFfH. THE GOALS OF THE HOUSING ElEMENT SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED IN THE
CONTEXT OF OTHER FEDERAL, STATE. REGIONAL AND LOCAL PLANNING GOALS
4

S_0 THAT THEY ARE CONSISTENT AND DO NOT OYERLt\f.

THESE GOALS

INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, GROWfH MANAGEMENT, JOBS-HOUSING
BALANCE, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVED AIR QUALITY.

A

COMMITMENT TO ACHIEVE CONSISTENCY MUST BE MADE BY ALL LEVELS OF
GOVERNMENT IN THEIR RESPECTIVE LEGISLATION AND RULE-MAKING.

SIXTH, IF REVENUE SOURCES FOR INCENTIVES CAN BE IDENTIFIED WHIC]:lJ:\RE
NOT LINKED TO EARMARKED FU!\'DING SUCH AS TRANSPORTATION FUNDS,
THEN A TIERED SYSTEM OF INCENTIVES SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED. lliE SYSTEM
SHOULD BE BASED ON THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPLE:

THE BETTER A

GOVERNMENT PERFORMS, THE HIGHER THE INCENTIVE FOR WHICH
JURISDICTION QUALIFIES.

REGARDING AN EQUIVALENT SYSTEM OF SANCTIONS, THERE DOES NOT S!
TO BE CONSENSUS ON THE INCLUSION OF SANCTIONS AGAINST NON-COMPLYING
JURISDICTIONS.

SEVENTH. A MECHANISM TO FUND THE PLANNING, FORECASTING,

DECISION~

MAKING AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES RELATING TQ HOlJSJNQ
ASSISTANCE NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED IN HOUSING ELEMENT REFORM, WHILE
THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS HAS NOT TAKEN
AN OFFICIAL POSmON, THERE HAS BEEN WIDE INTEREST IN THE STAFF
RECOMMENDATION THAT ONE PERCENT OF THE CALIFORNIA HOUSING FINANCE
AGENCY FUNDS BE USED FOR THESE PURPOSES.

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCI~ TION OF GOVERNMENTS WAS ESTABLISHED
AS A FORUM FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION AND COMMUNICATION. IN OUR 30
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, WE HAVE FOUND THAT TOP-TO-BOTTOM PLANNING
DOES NOT INSPIRE OR GUARANTEE FULL PARTICIPATION AND COMPLIAt-iCE
WITH STATUTORY OR REGULATORY MANDATES.
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WE ARE COMMITIED TO

REVERSING THIS TREND, USING A BOTTOM-TO-TOP APPROACH WHICH FULLY
EMPLOYS A SUBREGIONAL PLANNING PROCESS WHILE STILL MEETING OUR
REGIONAL RESPONSIBILffiES

AND ADDRESSING REGIONAL ISSUES.

WE

REPRESENT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WHICH NEED TO BE ASSURED OF THEIR
ABILITY TO MANAGE AND GOVERN LAND USE AND ZONING WITHIN THEIR
JURJSDICTIONS. WE BELIEVE THAT HOUSING PLANNING NEEDS CAN BEST BE
ADDRESSED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, BUT IN CONCERT WITH OVERALL STATE
PLANNING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES.

THANK YOU, AGAIN, FOR PROVIDING ME WITH THE TIME TO DISCUSS THESE
IMPORTANT ISSUES IN HOUSING ELEMENT REFORM.

CONTACT:
NONA EDELEN, PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS OFFICER
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS
818 WEST TfH STREET, 12TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017
TELEPHONE: 213/236-1870
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERN1vfENTS
HOUSING CHAPTER
"Draft" REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, 12/93 - FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
GOAL

The goal of the Regional Housing Chapter is to promote adequate and affordable how,ing
for all Southern Californians in the conte:..1 of encouraging economic growth, e1wironmental
protection, social equity and a higher quality of life.
PREAMBLE

Geographic assignments of the statewide need for housing to a region shall be based
an
interactive process allowing for a maximum of local input and consultation through reg:unal
councils of governments.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

• Fair Share - All communities, counties and subregions share in the responsibility to make cqlJ
and substantial commitments to providing adequate and affordable housing.
• Balanced Growth - Flexible growth shares are needed to support employment and residential
grov.th. New local housing opportunities should match the wages, salaries, or budgets of new emplo; ees
and other residents; provide a mix of afforda[lle building type options that support a range of life
choices, and be responsive to job- based housing needs emerging in neighboring areas as well as the
locality.
•

ComprehensiYe Planning - The pattern of housing location should support regional goals in all
planning areas, provide for a more compact and balanced urban form and preserve the natural
environment.

• lAlcal Control - Local governments should participate.in the housing allocation process and retam the

authority for site and development approval.
• Incentives - Substantial incentives and funding should be sufficiently high to encourage and
local commitment to meet fair share needs for existing residents and newcomers.

a

• Subregional Role- Regional allocations should reflect an interactive process allowing for a maximum
of local input, through subregional associations of local governments in the development of fair share
housing need assignments.
• Consensus and Commitment -The result of the process should be clear to the public and development
community so that housing costs can be held down, affordability improved and a wide mix of houqng
choices provided to meet existing and future needs.
SELECTED HOUSING ELEMENT REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS

+ Linkage of Resources

to a Performance Based Process - Make the housing element performance
h i.Sed and linked to available subsidies, financing, site and zoning availability within a subregion/

commute-shed and include a local contribution/ in-kind matching factor in calculating available
resources. Make housing resource distributions consistent with statewide shares of regional housing
needs.

+ Role or HCD - Change the role of State HCD to technical assistance and resource provider for local
housing developments and programs. It should also be the leading advocate for the capital needed to
finance housing for all income groups. Adopt performance measures for State HCD dependant on how
well they fulfill this new or expanded role.

+ Fair Share or Statewide

Need - Make the assignments of statewide need an interactive pro..:ess
allowing for a maximum of local input through a formal process of local input and consultation through
regional councils of governments.

+ Reduce Administrative and Economic Burden of Collecting Data - Allow the regional council of
governments to prepare local/ subregional profiles of housing conditions and trends based on census
and other generally available data to guide the development of local affordable housing strategies
responsive to both state and federal requirements and allocate housing need by income group to identify
diversity needs in and between jurisdictions and subregions. Such needs would also include tenure and
building type projections.

+ Flexible Fair Share Open to Subregional Input ·Provide flexibility in the fair share process to allow
subregional assignments of construction need and local government transfers of need, pooling of
rt:-Sources and expense sharing in dealing with comrnon problems Gob/ housing balance, environmental
mitigation, etc.) subject to mutually agreed upon safeguards and conditions (program parameters could
he based on a regional/ subregional model).

+ Self Certification

by Local Governments - Allow self- certification of housing elements by local
governments with performance review by the regional council of governments if requested by a third
party. Performance and compliance review confticts would be resolved through a regional/ subregional
mediation process that ensures timely resolution of disputes. State HCD review if mediation is
unsuccessful.

+ Performance Measures - Measure performance based upon adequacy of local self certifications and
demonstrated procedural reforms or actions that are related to: 1) an updated, integrated and complying
housing element, 2) addressing at least 75% of pa-;t growth need, 3) ensuring that at least 20% of all
past units are affordable to lower income households (or 10% affordable to very low income
households), before an impaction adjustment, 4) fully utilizing available and applying for new resources
for rehabilitation, preservation, rent subsidy, and special needs during prior planning period, and 5)
continuing capacity to address a balanced share of growth (adequate sites and zoning). Annual progress
report and 5 year performance review and certification submitted to regional and subregional
organization, as appropriate, and State HCD.

+ Priorities and Sanctions - Priorities and sanctions would vary based on which performance measure
was being evaluated. Priority housing funds to poor performing jurisdictions and priority nonhousing funds to better performing jurisdictions. The sanction of State HCD review would be limited
to poor performing or non-complying jurisdictions as identified through the COG mediation prucess.

+ Funding - Provide a mechanism to

fund the planning, forecasting, decision-making and dispute
resolution processes that relate to housing assistance and growth management (e.g. % of CHFA funds).
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I.

BACKGROUND

interested parties and individuals have spent countless hours studying housing element
reform and trying to work through numerous snares to formulate a new approach. ABAG's
Regional Planning Committee studied the issue and formulated a legislative reform proposal
"v'hich served as the basis for AB 1499 [Campbell], introduced last session. But there has
been significant sharing and cross-fertilization of ideas. ABAG staff participated actively
in a group convened by the American Planning Association and the League of California
Cities; many of the concepts in this proposal arose out of those discussions.

II.

PROBLEMS IN THE CURRENT PROCESS

Since housing element legislation passed in the early 1980s, ABAG and other COGs have
had the experience of at least two cycles of preparing the housing needs determinations. We
conclude that the process, as currently structured, is not working. This may be one of the
points of general consensus!
The process is highly contentious and poorly understood - Statewide.
By almost any measure, the current process is ineffective:
% of communities with certified housing elements; and
increased housing production: % of communities which meet their
housing targets.
The results have been:
high level of local frustration; and
from ABAG's perspective, the process has been a serious political
liability for a voluntary membership organization.
The current focus is on new construction -- instead, we should look at the
comprehensive housing situation and evaluate the net change in the number and mix
of units.
Current property and sales tax systems in California do not support housing.
Communities often face real financial disincentives against producing housing,
particularly more affordable housing.

1n addition to the fore-mentioned specific problems, we highlight the following structural
issue:
\1uch of the controversy surrounding the housing process boils down to this: While it is in
the highest interests of the state and the regional economies to increase the availability and

affordability of housing, for hard economic (not just occasional political) reasons, it is
NOT in the financial interests for many communities to increase the supply of housing.
terms of providing initial infrastructure and ongoing services, moderate and lower
housing is often considered to be a fiscal drain on local resources.
We face a wide gulf between parties with opposing financial self-interests. It is imperative
that we find ways to bridge this gap. We must find ways to shift the balance to make
housing more financially attractive to local communities. In the final analysis, we will likely
also need to address infrastructure financing and the influence of lenders and other
actors.

Ill.

CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF A REVISED PROCESS

The ABAG Policy Committee summarized its overall objectives into two brief points
might also be reasonable objectives for the legislature's reform efforts:
•

to encourage more housing, affordable to those who need it, in appropriate
locations;

•

to make the process more bottom-up, reward local effort and better account
for local constraints.

Specifically, we find:
1.

A performance-based system is desirable. We would like to get beyond the current
focus on a paper trail. A local plan for near-term housing is important.
IS
increasing the supply of housing.

2.

Incentives (including monetary) are vital:
to overcome local fiscal dismcentives for housing production; and
to encourage and reward the many communities that try hard and do
housing.

3.

Better local buy-in is essential if we are to make real progress.

4.

Communities which show a record of success in providing their "fair share" of hou~ing
should be exempt from outside scmtiny of their housing element.
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IV.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REFORM PROPOSAL

This is a framework proposal which integrates key reform concepL'i. Not all details have
been fully fleshed out, but we believe the approach is powerful and readily lends itself to
additional fine-tuning, based on specific policy objectives.
FEATURES:
•

Performance-based;

•

Incentives-oriented;
Looks forward and looks back:
Up-front targets, as well as the ability to look BACK and evaluate
performance based on actual market conditions;

•

Asks for a performance component both to increase the overall supply of

housing as well as the supply of units affordable to moderate and lower
income households;
•

Allows local flexibility, greater local autonomy;

•

Looks at net change in number and mix of units (not just new construction);

•

Flexible framework lends itself to a graduated tiering of incentives based on
good performance and includes some penalties for serious noncompliance.

KEY COMPONENTS
Housing Need Allocation Targets
State, regional, subregional and local housing need allocations should be prepared
in a fair and open forum, with a formal built-in process for negotiation and dispute
resolution. In addition, in multi-county regions there should be an option for
delegation of the COG responsibility to a subregional body, upon request.
Subsequent transfers among local governments should be permitted, on a conditional
basis.
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II.

Identification of Performance
A
Each community documents past performance and submits standard
production reporting sheets to the COG for:
a)
b)
B.

Ill.

net change in total housing units for the most recent five years
which data is available; and
net change in units affordable to lower income households for same
time period as above.

COG calculates a regional average compliance rate for a) and b) above, as
a percent of the housing need allocations for the period.

Performance Objectives
Community updates local housing element on a five-year cycle. Community may
certify housing element if it satisfies the performance objectives in A and B, below:
Performance Objective A: Total Unit Housing Production
Community documents net increase in units (over past five-year period)
either:
1)
2)

at least 75% of the total housing unit allocation;
-ORat least 100% of regional average production rate for total
(calculated in II.B., above).

Performance Objective B. Affordable Housing Unit Production
Community documents one of the following:
1)

2)

3)

Existing unit stock indudes a share of units affordable to lower income
households which equals or exceeds the areawide (PMSA) distributwn
of lower income households;
-ORAt least 20% of the net increase in units were affordable to
income households OR at least 10% affordable to very low
households.
-ORNet increase in affordable units equals or exceeds 120% of calculated
regional average performance rate for affordable unit production as
calculated in II.B., above).
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!V.

Incentives
Successful performance earns:
A

Exemption from outside agency (HCD) review of local housing element.

B.

Priority ranking for state loans, grants, subventions and access to new
statewide funds created for discretionary use by local governments.

Penalties
Communities that fail to meet performance objectives submit housing element to
HCD for certification. They must identify past efforts to increase housing supply.
If, after an additional five years, a jurisdiction neither meets performance objectives,
nor raises its performance level to at least 50% of the regional average compliance
rates, nor can provide satisfactory justification that poor performance was beyond
local control, HCD may make a finding of ineligibility for discretionary state loans
and grants (with the exception of housing, transportation, and emergency funds) for
a five year-period, or until jurisdiction attains satisfactory performance, or
successfully justifies non-performance.

VI.

Process
If a local government self-certifies the housing element, it must send a copy of
legislative record of self-certification to the COG. Within a 60-day period, a third
party may bring a challenge (regarding local eligibility) to the COG. Such a
challenge is limited to the accuracy of the numerical data submitted on local housing
production and affordability.

VII.

Costs/Funding
Net cost savings are expected with this proposal, due to the targeting of HCD
housing element review to non-performing jurisdictions. Some additional costs will
be incurred by the COG in calculating the average compliance rates (II. B.) and in
hearing third party challenges of eligibility for self-certification. A stable source of
funding should be identified for reimbursement to meet the legislative mandate.

V.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES

Incentives: what will be the source for monetary incentives and
incentive package be sufficie'lt to increase the housing supply?
Appropriate thresholds to achieve desired policy objectives?
•

Political viability given the intense and divergent interests related to

SUMMARY

In summary, this proposal accomplishes the following:
Re-orients emphasis to performance;
•

Provides incentives to local tommunity:
as encouragement
to reward good performance;

•

Provides BOTII:
up-front targets and a retrospective, market-based evaluation component:
Allows greater local flexibility and autonomy;

•

Provides some penalty
for the most egregious non-participating jurisdictions.
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APPENDIX: ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
Example 1. Comprehensive Sample Community
MYTHICAL COMMUNI'IY X

Housin~

• 600 affordable to moderate & above
• 400 affordable to lower income

Need AUocation: 1,000 total units:

Bad Economic Scenario:

Low average regional production levels, compared to the
regional housing need allocations, resulting in the following
regional average compliance rates:
50% average compliance
15% average compliance

total units:
affordable units:

Performance Objective A: Total Units
Either:

1) (75%) X (1,000 units) = 750 units

OR

2) (SO%) X (1,000 units) = 500 units

Let us say, community had a net increase of 600 units:

Performance OQjective B: Affordable Units
Either:

1) Existing stock satisfies

OR

2) 20% of net increase is affordable to lower income households
or 10% affordable to very low income households:
(20%)(600) = 120 units
(10%)(600) = 60 units

OR

3) 120% of regional average for affordable units:
(120%)(15%)(400) = 72 units
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Example 2

fJ:rformauce Objective Ill. B. 1.
Existing housing stock includes a share of units affordable to lower income
households which equals or exceeds the areawide (PMSA) distribution of lower
income households.
For example, if 40% of households in the PMSA (Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Area) are very low and low income, the community would show that
40% of its housing stock is affordable to these households, based on payment of
up to 30% of household income for housing. Note: this would require use either
of census data, or a market affordability study. (The community need not prove
that the affordable units are occupied by the lower income households.)

Example3.

Performance Objective III. B. 3.
Net increase in affordable units equals or exceeds 120% of the calculated regional
average performance rate for affordable unit production
Community X has a starting housing need allocation of 400 units to be
affordable to very low and low income households.
The COG calculates the average regional compliance rate (described under //.B)
for total unit production and affordable housing production. For illustration
purposes, let us say that the resulting average compliance rate for affordable
production is 15%.
Under this example, Community X would satisfy this performance objective with:

•

72 units: net increase in units affordable to lower income households.
120 % of (.15 times 400 units) = 72 units
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FoUow-Up Note:
This proposal readily lends itself to a more sophisticated tiering of incentives, based
on levels of performance. For example (percentages cited are for illustration
purposes only):
Tiered incentives. based on production rates. as a % of housin~ need

tar~ets:

•

Production of ~ of the total unit target and .lll% of the affordable unit
target earns ...
"presumption of compliance" (no HCD review of housing element).

•

Production of 15!& of the total unit target and l.i2Q of the affordable unit
target earns...
"presumption of compliance" ~ priority ranking for identified
competitive state grants, loans and subventions.

•

Production of ~ of the total unit target and ~ of the affordable unit
target earns . . .
incentives above plys, access to a new pool of money targeted for this
purpose and available for local discretionary use.

Tiered incentives. based on production rates. compared to the
production rate:

re~Uonal avera~:e

•

Meeting the regional average compliance rates earns . . .
eligibility to self-certify housing element.

•

Achieving 120% of the regional average compliance rate earns...
above plus priority ranking for competitive state funds.
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Madam Chair and distinguished members of this committee, thank you for
the opportunity to testify before you today.

My name is Lara Larramendi Blakely and I am the Mayor Pro Tern of the
City of Monrovia and also Chair of the League of California Cities
policy committee on Housing, Community and Economic Development
(HCED) .

I come before you today to share with you the good faith efforts of
the City of Monrovia that led to the State Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD) commending us upon HCD's approval of our
Housing Element of the General Plan.

The City of Monrovia, a general law city incorporated in 1887 (third
oldest city in Los Angeles County) , is located in Los Angeles County
at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains in the San Gabriel Valley
(the other valley) .

It is approximately 7 miles east of Pasadena

along the 210 Foothill Freeway.

Our current population is

approximately 36,500.

It is diverse in its ethnicity and its

socioeconomic levels.

Monrovia is a full service city, with its own

police, fire, paramedic, library and public works department.

The fundamental purpose and intent of the Housing Element of the
General Plan is to set forth the City's plans, programs and policies
for responding to the housing needs of all economic segments of the
community.

Its principal goal is to provide a framework for the
1

promotion of adequate housing opportunities in a wide range of
alternative housing choices to meet the varied needs and lifestyles of
Monrovia residents.

The Housing Element provides the basis for

development of appropriate housing programs to achieve its housing
objectives.

We are proud that the City of Monrovia's Housing Element of our
General Plan has been approved by HCD.

A revision is due in 1996 and

again in 2000.

I recall at about this time last year (1992) when HCD and the State
Attorney General's Office placed us on their "delinquent list" of 50
some cities that had failed to submit and adopt a State approved
Housing Element.

As a policy maker, and one that advocates for

affordable housing programs, I was appalled and embarrassed to find my
city on that list.

The City of Monrovia had been promoting housing programs of all kinds,
issuing building permits for construction of many housing units,
actually producing housing and yet the City of Monrovia was on the
"bad list".

I just couldn't understand it.

need for housing,

the State would be happy that we were producing

actual housing units.
in them.

I assumed that with the

Housing that could be seen with families living

That was the objective, I thought.

for the production of housing.

Create an environment

Instead, HCD (because of state law)

appeared to be more concerned with bureaucratic paperwork than what we
2

were doing.

Something just didn't make sense.

In January, 1993, Tom Cook and other staff from HCD came to Monrovia
to see the fruits of our efforts in creating housing opportunities.
This was an eye opener.

Here was a City (staff and Council) working

hard, being creative and demonstrating good faith efforts to comply
with the spirit and intent of the Housing Element Law.

Looking back, the revision of our housing element began in 1991 with
the City Council authorizing $105,000 to update three (3) elements of
the City's General Plan, housing, land use and circulation.

Because

we are a small city with a small staff, we hired a consultant, Cotton
Beland & Associates to help with the revisions.

Our Community Development Department reflects the philosophy of our
City Council of requiring considerable community input to such an
important document as the General Plan.

We held numerous community

and neighborhood meetings to ensure citizen participation and a
reflection of our community in the General Plan.

This process was

lengthy but needed to adequately address the NIMBY issues associated
with affordable housing.

In the meantime, City staff was busy continuing the efforts to
actually do something about the housing needs of our residents.

We

created a nonprofit corporation, the Monrovia Resources Development
Corporation, to enable the City to access additional revenue and be
3

even more creative in meeting the housing and other needs of our
community.

The following is just a sample of some programs

administered by the City of Monrovia and some results.

*

Handyworker Fix-up Program - Labor and materials provided at no
cost to financially eligible low income households for home
repairs.

*

Over 60 homes rehabilitated.

Home Rehabilitation Loan- Loans are offered at 7.9%, 6% and
3% dependent on income and family size.

Over 50 homes

rehabilitated.

*

Rental Property Rehabilitation Program (No Longer Available)
- Building tenants (70%) must be low or moderate incomes.
loan maximum of $15,000 per unit at 0% to 7%.

A

50 units

rehabilitated.

*

Deferred Loan Program - Available to senior citizens (62 or
older) , handicapped or permanently disabled, single head of
household and large families

(6+).

Maximum $15,000 for any

permanent improvement.

*

Section 8 Assisted Housing - Subsidized rents available to
low income and senior citizens.
Housing Authority.

*

very

Through the Baldwin Park

154 households receiving assistance.

First-time Homebuyer Program - Silent 2nd trust deed reduces
price from market rate to affordable price reducing down payment.
Available for Monrovia Redevelopment Agency/Monrovia Resources
and Development Corporation developed properties.
units, 10 currently in escrow.
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Total of 16

The City's strategy for addressing its housing needs includes
innovative ordinances, such as density incentives for owner-occupied
affordable housing projects, preservation of the existing housing
stock as offered in the various loan programs, and by participating in
the projects/programs providing affordable housing.

These projects

include:

*

Neighborhood Strategy Area In-Fill Program - relocate (move
ons) homes in the City into the NSA to replace units beyond
repair and retain existing housing stock in sound condition.

15

units have been relocated.

*

Monrovia Redevelopment Agency (MRA) - The Agency has sponsored
developments of affordable housing to low and moderate income
households.

*

Canyon Townhomes 96 units (all affordable)

*

Primrose Villa & Villa Olive Oak (Sect.8) senior apartments
156 units (rental) .

*

Monterey Family (Sect.8) apartments - 28 units (rental}

*

Lyric Place, senior apartments - 70 units (rental)

*

Heritage Park senior citizens apartments - 241 units (rental)

*

Canyon Cottages (MRDC)

*

Almond/California PUD (Planed Unit Development)

- 16 units (all affordable)
(MRDC)

- 7 units

(3 affordable)

*

Cypress Single Family In-Fill (MRDC)

*

Wilson Hotel - Senior Apartment Conversion (Sect. 8)

- 3 units (all affordable)
- 14 units

(rental)

*

Valley Circle (PUD)

- 37 Single Family Units (7 affordable)
5

Monrovia has limited vacant residential land available and strives to
encourage in-fill construction and innovative designs based on site
constraints.

For example, we are developing an abandoned railroad

right of way in between two residential blocks.

118 units of

affordable rental housing for seniors will be created.

The experience of the City of Monrovia tells me that Housing Element
Law must reformed and streamlined to emphasize actual production and
preservation of affordable housing units and deemphasize the costly,
time consuming, bureaucratic process that may result in a document
approved by HCD and adopted by a City, but doesn't necessarily
translate into more affordable housing in the community.

The true

test should be the production of housing not a heavy document.

As Members of the City Council, we have a moral responsibility to the
constituents of our community to use all the resources available to us
to provide them with the opportunities that will improve the quality
of life in our community.

If we don't, we fail them.

We feel that we

in Monrovia are doing an exemplary job of addressing housing within
the intent of the Housing Element Law.
work very hard to achieve that.

In Monrovia, we continue to

We owe that to our community and our

constituents.

Once again, thank your for the opportunity to testify before you
today.

I will gladly try to answer any questions you may have.
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I. Problems with existing Housing Element Law
The Housing Element is the most despised required General Plan
element by local officials.
It is the only element that is prepared defensively, rather
than as a guide to local policy and decision-making. In most
cities, the housing element is prepared as a joint effort by
the city attorney and the planning department to make sure
that the document is defensible in court.
The housing element has the most detailed and inflexible
requirements of all the mandated elements, despite the vast
differences among local jurisdictions across the State.
Most importantly, the housing element is ineffective in
implementing state policy.
This is not only because 63% of
the jurisdictions don't comply (by HCD's standards), but more
importantly because it is not producing housing. The housing
element law is designed to produce plans, not shelter.
II. State goals/local constraints
Implicit in housing element legislation are the following two
legitimate State goals:
1.

To accommodate the projected population growth for the
State.

2.

To ensure that low income population is properly housed.
(By properly housed, I do not mean crammed into a ghetto,
but
rather,
reasonably
distributed
among
all
jurisdictions)

Local government recognizes the above two legitimate State
goals.
But the State must also recognize the following two
real constraints upon local government:
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1.

Local government cannot force high density low-income
housing into fully developed neighborhoods where the
infrastructure and services do not exist to support it.
This is particularly true of older cities which already
have more than their fair share of low-income households.
(That is not to say that high density housing is bad;
indeed, higher density in the right places, such as along
transit lines, within activity centers, and in newly
developed or redeveloped mixed-use communi ties, makes
good planning sense)

2.

Local government cannot allocate local
dollars to subsidize affordable housing.

general

fund

III. Ideas and concepts upon which to build new housing element
law.
If the existing housing element law is broken, how do we go
about fixing it?
This is the question which a group of
professionals has been discussing over the past year,
representing the American Planning Association, the League of
California Cities, the State Association of Counties, and the
two largest regional planning agencies. The following seven
principles, upon which new housing element legislation should
be built, are drawn from those discussions:
1.

The housing element should be prepared by local
government primarily for its own use and benefit.
It
should in all ways be consistent with other elements of
the General Plan, including time-frame (usually about 20
years).
Its purpose should be to state local housing
policy and to guide local decision-making.

2.

Each housing element should contain a five-year housing
affordability strategy. This strategy should state how
the local government plans to use the resources available
to it to provide housing for lower income households.
The format of the document should be comparable to that
of the Federal CHAS, and where a local government is
required to prepare a CHAS, it should be able to utilize
it with very few additions to meet the requirement for a
five-year housing affordable strategy.
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3.

The State should adopt a State growth policy, directing
where growth should occur and where it should not. The
policy should integrate and reflect the myriad of State
policies regarding prime agricultural land, timberlands,
wild rivers, coastal resources, etc. Where this policy
affects urban regions, it should be developed jointly
with the regional planning body of each region.
Agreement should be reached between the regional planning
body and the State on the regional growth projection, and
when such an agreement cannot be reached, it should be
resolved by a committee of state legislators appointed by
the Legislature.
Once the State growth policy is
adopted, the active participation of the State would
cease (all of the remaining activity should be at the
regional and local levels).

4.

Regional agencies and local jurisdictions should work
together to make sure that the assigned regional growth
projection can be accommodated within the region's local
jurisdictions.
A mechanism should be established to
mediate disputes in this growth allocation process.
It
is much preferable for this type of discussion to take
place at the regional or subregional level than to try to
provide a directive for each local jurisdiction from
Sacramento.
Such a growth allocation process is much
more likely to take into account local policies and
reasonable constraints, such as identified priority
growth
corridors,
wetlands,
hillsides,
historic
neighborhoods, etc.

5.

Regional agencies and local jurisdictions should work
together to make sure the needs for provision of
affordable housing are fairly distributed among local
jurisdictions based upon the following two factors:

6.

a.

Projected total growth (i.e. ,
community would be expected
affordable
housing
than
a
community) .

b.

Degree if impaction (i.e., a community which
already exceeds its fair share of low-income
households would be expected to provide less
affordable housing than a community which has far
less than its fair share) .

a faster growing
to provide more
slower
growing

Local compliance with State housing law would not be
based upon a plan, but rather upon performance.
There
should be two tests of compliance (one for each of the
above stated legitimate State goals):
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a.

Local zoning must accommodate at least 120% of the
agreed upon growth for that jurisdiction over a
five-year period.
Local government would be held
responsible only for permitting such housing; the
private market would be responsible for building
it.

b.

Each jurisdiction (or consortium of jurisdictions)
must provide affordable housing within its stated
need to the extent that non-local funding is
available.
This is a resource based performance
standard.
Two definitions are necessary to
understand this second test of compliance:
Provide:
To build new units, to buy-down
existing market rate units, to provide rent
supplements to needy households, or to make
livable through rehabilitation existing nonlivable affordable units.
Non-local funding:
Tax increment set aside,
county/regional bond issues, State funds, and
federal funds.

7.

A system of monitoring and rewards must be established to
hold local governments accountable.
With regional
oversight, local governments should self-certify their
compliance with State housing law.
The state should
reward those local jurisdictions with adequate and
superior performance with new dollars which will flow
into the local general fund to be used at the local
government's discretion for services such as police,
fire, and recreation.
The rewards should be of
sufficient amount to encourage local government to
perform beyond the limits of non-local funding, to
undertake creative programs such as inclusionary zoning
and linkage fees.
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WILUAM K. KRAMER

Chairman

Bergeson,

Members

of

the

Committee,

Good

afternoon and thank you for this opportunity to testify from the
perspective of small and medium-sized Cities on the strengths and
weaknesses of the present Housing Element Statute and some of the
proposals to amend that statute.
My name is Michael Colantuono and I am an attorney with
the Los Angeles firm of Richards, Watson & Gershon.

Members of our

firm

2 o cities

serve

as

City

Attorneys

for

approximately

in

southern California and as litigation and special counsel to dozens
of other cities, redevelopment agencies, and other public agencies
throughout the state.
Cudahy and Assistant
Heights and Seal Beach.
in

the

serve as City Attorney of the City of

City Attorney

of

the

Cities

of

La Habra

Since the 1989 housing element cycle began

region

served

Association of Governments

(SCAG),

bll6.mgc

six-county

I

by

the

Southern

California

I have advised a dozen or so

cities on how to comply with the statute and have represented
cities which have been sued over alleged inadequacies in their
My clients are typically smaller communities

housing elements.

without the staff expertise or other resources of the state's
largest cities and counties, and complying with the Housing Element
statute

can

be

a

herculean

task

for

these

communi ties.

Accordingly, I will speak from the perspective of these smaller
communities and not for the state's largest cities.
I

Quite frankly,

believe the voice of smaller cities has not often been heard

because of their limited resources and it is a privilege to speak
for them today.

I should note, however, that I do not appear today

on the behalf of any City and I speak only for myself.
In my testimony, I will address four points:

(1) there

are many aspects of the existing statute which aren't broken and
shouldn't be fixed;

(2)

there appears to be a

significant gap

between the standard of compliance required by the statute and the
much higher standard applied by the state Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD);

{3)

the existing disincentives for

noncompliance with the Housing Element statute are more significant
than HCD contends, are overly punitive, and should be replaced or
augmented with a less punitive strategy that rewards success rather
than

merely

punishing

failure;

and

(4)

the

statute

places

particular burdens on small and medium-sized cities and counties.
I will address these points in turn:
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(1)

"If it Ain't Broke, Don't Fix It"

Let me begin by identifying the aspects of the present
statute which are worth preserving.
(a)

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) process

reflects an assumption that it is realistic as well as good policy
to plan for the construction of all the housing necessary to house
the projected growth in the state's population rather than to
manage

population

growth

projected resources.

to

more

closely

match

a

and

However, an important "safety valve" is built

into the statute to reflect the reality of
Generally,

existing

city'sl

housing

element

limited resources.

must

plan

for

the

construction -- over the five-year life of the element -- of all
the housing assigned to the community by its council of governments
or by HCD.

Under Government Code Section 65583(b)(2),2 however,

where a community can demonstrate that it is unable to plan for all
of that housing, the City can instead "establish the maximum number
of housing units
rehabilitated,
wisely

by

income

category that can

be

constructed,

and conserved over a five-year period."

recognizes

that

it will

do

little good

to

The law

demand

the

impossible, but it is sensible to require cities to do all they
reasonably can do.
(b)

The

Legislature

has

also

recognized

the

scarce

resources available to local governments in these post-Proposition

1
This paper uses the terms "city," "county," "locality,"
and "local government" interchangeably.
2
Unless otherwise stated, all further statutory references
are to the Government Code.
-
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13 days and Section 65589(a) (2) expressly provides that the Housing
Element statute does not require a city or county to "[e)xpend
local revenues for the construction of housing, housing subsidies,
or land acquisition."

Other than the significant planning and

litigation costs associated with this statute, a locality need only
utilize the Low and Moderate Income Fund set-aside monies of a
Redevelopment Agency to meet affordable housing needs.
Efforts can and should be made to reduce the cost of this
statute to local government.
government,
evidenced

but
by

also

the

the

need

Doing so will benefit not only local
State's

to

own

suspend

budgetary processes,

funding

of

housing

mandates for each of the past two fiscal years.

as

element

In the meantime,

however, the language of Section 65589(a) (2) is worth retaining.
(c)
long

hard

The Statute requires local governments to take a

look

at

the

policies

of

federal,

state,

and

local

governments which increase the cost of housing and constrain the
supply of affordable housing.

Section 65583(c) (3), however, only

requires a locality to remove such governmental constraints where
it is "appropriate and legally possible" to do so.

Obviously, the

law should not require what the law makes impossible.

In addition,

this language implicitly recognizes that government, local, state
and federal, has other, equally valid non-housing goals which it
may not be "appropriate" to abandon.

Surely it makes no sense to

abandon local building safety regulation merely because unsafe
housing is cheaper to build.
(d)

Prior to recent amendments, the statute provided,
- 4 RICHARDS, WATSON
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appropriately in my view, that HCD's comments on a proposed or
adopted housing element were purely advisory.

That advisory role

recognized HCD's strength in the area of technical assistance and
its weak knowledge of local conditions, resources, and constraints.
Section 65589.3, added to the statute in 1990, goes a bit further
toward state-level, bureaucratic control of local land use policymaking than I would prefer, in expressly establishing a rebuttable
presumption that a Housing Element found by HCD to comply with the
statute does in fact comply.
The

Legislature

has

not,

as

others

have

urged,

established the reverse presumption and provided that an element
which HCD

finds

to

be out of

presumptively invalid.
a

compliance with the

statute

is

That presumption would not only centralize

traditionally local function -- land use policy-making -- it

would tread on the function of courts to determine what does and
does not comport with the intent of the Legislature.

Moreover, it

would place the crucial determination regarding local land use
policy in the hands of the most junior planner in Sacramento who
may have never heard of the community involved.

In Cudahy's case,

for example, it was necessary to remind the HCD reviewer that the
City's population is primarily poor and that it is among the most
densely populated communities in the country, facts painfully well
known to 'those who live there.

Finally, as I

will note a bit

later, in my view, HCD has routinely required far more of housing
elements than the stature requires.
(e)

The

Housing

Element
-

Statute

is

among

the

most
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technical, detailed and highly specific provisions of the Zoning
and Planning Law.

As a result, cities are often compelled to spend

thousands of dollars on lawyers and consultants to get it right.
Fortunately,

for those cities which can't afford the price of

perfection, Section 65751 requires only "substantial compliance"
with the statute.

This standard does a good job of protecting

localities from frivolous challenges to their housing elements (and
decisions

which

must

be

consistent

with

that

element)

while

requiring them to demonstrate "actual compliance in respect to the
substance essential to every reasonable objective of the statute as
distinguished from mere technical imperfections of form."

Buena

Vista Garden Apts. Ass'n v. City of San Diego, 175 Cal.App.3d 289,
298 {1985).
(f)
tool.

Litigation is a

clumsy,

powerful,

and expensive

The risk of litigating allegations that a housing element is

invalid arises whenever local government makes any of the myriad of
decisions required to be consistent with a valid general plan.
These decisions include redevelopment decisions, zoning, planning,
public works, street projects, annexations, and many others.

The

risk of litigation and the potentially enormous costs which can
result in these contexts,

as I

will touch on again later,

are

powerful incentives for local government to comply with the statute
and to obtain HCD certification, even if HCD insists on more than
does the statute.
Fortunately,

the

law presently provides

a

number

of

procedural rules which protect local governments from frivolous
-
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litigation.

These include a standard of review which recognizes

the policy-making role of local government,
Supervisors, 13 Cal.App.4th 141, 145 n.1

(SSAFE v.

Board of

(1993)), and a 120-day

statute of limitations under Section 65009 (c) (1).

These,

too,

should be retained.
(g)

Most importantly, the statute recognizes that the

essential function of local government is to plan for regional
housing needs and not to act as a guarantor of the housing market
or even as a developer of last resort, as these are functions for
which local government lacks the resources and the expertise.

(2)
I

"When is Enough, Enough?"

must begin on my second point by acknowledging the

accomplishments of Tim Coyle, Tom Cooke, and the other leaders of
HCD in aiding local governments and achieving significant increases
in compliance rates.

By HCD's reckoning, the number of communities

with elements that comply with the statute has increased over the
past two years from 20% to 34%.

The number of communities which

have not adopted a housing element at all has fallen to virtually
zero

with

the

intervention

of

the

Attorney General's

office.

Clearly, the existing enforcement mechanisms are having a great
impact.
I

believe,

however,

that

HCD's

overstate the degree of non-compliance.
I

have

been

asked

to

review

a

statistics

seriously

On a number of occasions

comment

letter

concludes that a housing element is inadequate.

from

HCD

that

In many cases, a
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community or City Attorney has turned to me in frustration after
months of effort and after sending multiple drafts and re-drafts to
HCD for review.

Yet, in my opinion, many of these elements were

more than defensible against

an allegation that

they did not

"substantially comply" with the requirements of the statute.

HCD

is concerned about building housing, and rightfully so, but it must
also recognize that the statute neither makes local governments
guarantors of housing production in the midst of the state's worst
economic downturn since the Great Depression nor mandate that they
act as housing developers of last resort.
An anecdote may prove this point best.

much controversy,

the

City of

In 1989, amid

Seal Beach approved a

3 2 9 -unit

single-family housing development on one of the last undeveloped
tracts in the City.

The decision came while the City's housing

element update was in progress, but before it had been formally
adopted.

An environmental group, named the "Wetlands Restoration

Society," sued the city to invalidate the approvals of the project
on the ground that the City's housing element was out of date.

The

trial court set aside the City's approval of the project and, as
Section 65755 directs, ordered the city to approve no further land
use approvals until a new element was adopted.

Thus,

a

group

devoted to completely preserving the site in question defeated a
housing

project

by

relying

on

an

affordable

housing

designed, in HCD's view, to promote increased densities.

statute

The irony

here is palpable and others in the building community can tell
similar tales.
-
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To
completed

continue

its

new

Seal

element

Beach's
and

adopted

it,

only

to

satisfied every

as

have

the

The trial court ruled for the City, finding that the

statute.

element

promptly

inadequate.

planning had

housing

City

lawyer

careful

that

the

plaintiffs'

City's

challenge

story,

legally

objective of

the

Not satisfied, the project's opponents appealed to the

Court of Appeal.

After months of delay, and thousands of dollars

in costs to the City, the Court of Appeal unanimously approved Seal
Beach's housing element, upholding the trial court decision that
the element was in full compliance with the law.

Fresh with its

hard-fought, much delayed, and expensive victory, the City was but
days later to receive HCD's comment letter on its adopted element
which concluded,

inexplicably, that the element was inadequate.

Although four judges ruled that Seal Beach's element fully complied
with the law, HCD wasn't satisfied.
While Seal Beach's experience is especially ironic, it is
hardly unique.

(3)

"Comply. or Else!"

With all due respect to the Committee's staff, and to the
others who will testify before you today,

I simply cannot agree

that the existing incentives for compliance are inadequate or that
"[f]ailure to comply has relatively minor consequences for local
governments."

Seal Beach's experience alone is powerful evidence

of the draconian consequences to a community when a court finds its
element out of compliance.
- 9 RICHARDS, WATSON
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The existing incentives are these:

the Redevelopment law

requires that many decisions of a Redevelopment Agency be made
consistently with a valid housing element.

An opponent of those

decisions can easily impose significant litigation costs on a
community which badly needs redevelopment, and extract significant
concessions, merely by threatening to challenge the community's
housing element.

Counties,

school districts,

and other repeat

players in the field of redevelopment litigation have developed
form

complaints

to

challenge

redevelopment

actions.

Those

complaints routinely allege that the locality's housing element is
invalid.

such a form allegation is a safe bet because the highly

technical and detailed requirements of the statute will allow an
argument of inadequacy to be made about virtually any housing
element in the state.
Many other land use and public works decisions must be
made consistently with a valid general plan,
housing element.

including a valid

Each of these decisions presents an opportunity

to litigate the validity of a housing element.

A prudent locality

can manage this risk only by keeping its housing element up to date
and building a voluminous record to ensure the element is legally
defensible.

Those communities which have failed to do so, often

for budgetary reasons, have run significant risks and some have
paid a significant price.
The risk of litigation, and the high cost of defending
against it, are powerful incentives to comply with the statute. If
a city loses such a case, as did Seal Beach, its land-use authority
- 10 RICHARDS, WATSON
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will be suspended under Section 65755, it will have just 120 days
to prepare a new element,

often necessitating the retention of

consultants, and it will likely pay not only its own legal fees,
but those of its opponents under Code of Civil Procedure Section
1021.5.
built,

During the preparation of a new element,
not even housing,

without a

nothing gets

court order under Sections

65754, 65754.5 and 65755.
For these reasons, localities throughout the state devote
significant

staff

resources,

and

incur

significant

consulting

costs, to comply.

Localities have endured months of bureaucratic

ping

HCD

pong

with

certification.

in

a

sometimes

fruitless

quest

for

These facts belie the alleged inadequacy of the

incentives for compliance.
As discussed below,

those who contend that there are

insufficient incentives for compliance have the wrong diagnosis for
California's obvious failure to eliminate homelessness and to meet
its needs for affordable housing.

Yet, from the perspective of

local government, there are ways in which the incentive structure
for

compliance

could be

improved.

As

I

have

discussed,

the

existing legal framework relies on litigation, and the threat of
litigation, to ensure compliance.

This system achieves draconian

results in selected cases and breeds hostility and bureaucratic
competition between HCD and local governments and encourages local
governments

to

avoid

litigation

rather

than

to

actively

and

creatively plan for housing.
Let us turn from sticks to carrots:

I completely agree
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with the committee's staff that incentives for compliance can and
should be provided.

I

believe local governments can and will

promote affordable housing if only they are given the resources to
do so.
for

The state and federal governments provide far fewer dollars

housing programs

than they did

dramatically less than ten years ago.

even four

years

ago

and

If the state is not in a

position to provide adequate housing resources, it can provide some
fiscal and other rewards for local governments that do succeed in
promoting the supply of affordable housing in California.
I fully support the suggestion by the Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG), embodied in Assemblyman Campbell's A.B.
1499, that communities which do well at promoting housing supply be
given a free exit from the congested toll road of HCD review of
housing elements.

This incentive would cost the state nothing and

could save money budgeted for HCD reviews of housing elements.
Fairly modest state dollars could be used to fund an Incentive Fund
to reward communities which succeed in promoting housing supply.
Finally,

regional cooperation,

such as proposed by Assemblyman

Costa's A.B. 51 or Assemblyman Goldsmith's A.B. 764, and as the
League of Cities has urged in previous years, can allow communities
with housing sites and housing needs to cooperate with neighbors
that have resources but lack sites to accommodate regional housing
needs.

If the cities on the Palos Verdes peninsula are in a

position to collectively build affordable housing, does it matter
so much on what side of Pacific Coast Highway the housing is built?
In short, I urge this Committee to explore amendments to
- 12 RICHARDS, WATSON
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the statute to encourage compliance and promote cooperation among
local governments and between localities and HCD.

Let us not

perpetuate the existing climate in which compliance is rewarded
only by a hoped-for-but-not-guaranteed freedom from lawsuits and in
which resentment and conflict between government agencies thrive.

(4}

"Different Strokes for Different Folks"

The

Zoning and

Planning Law treats

all

cities

and

counties alike and requires the general plans of each to conform to
the same legal standard.

Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and

Sacramento with their millions of residents, hundreds of planners,
and myriad of planning challenges face the same legal standard as
a single subdivision with no commercial uses and a few hundred
homes merely because all of these communities are incorporated
cities.

Modoc County and Los Angeles County are identical in the

eyes of this statute and Oakland must analyze farm housing along
with Bakersfield.
This one-size-must-fit-all-at-any-price statutory scheme
imposes particular problems for small communities,

with their

relatively small staffs and their relatively lesser resources of
money and expertise.

The present statute places great emphasis on

preparing an adequate plan, and the risk of litigation will compel
a City to engage consultants and lawyers to supply the expertise
the City itself lacks to obtain that adequate plan.
Affordable housing is essentially a regional problem.
Many cities, for instance, which have no significant commercial or
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industrial activity (or tax base), are asked by the Housing Element
Statute to provide within their borders a share of the regional
need

for

housing made

necessary

activity elsewhere in the region.

by

commercial

and

industrial

While requiring every locality

to participate in the solution of regional problems is sensible,
the insistence that this problem be proportionally solved within
the borders of each community puts
practical programs and,
actual

purposes

of

the

ideological goals ahead of

in my own view, can only frustrate the
statutes

--

to

provide

real

housing,

reasonably soon, to people who need it.
Thus, I strongly urge this Committee and the Legislature
to allow the regional cooperation which has been found appropriate
for transportation, air quality, congestion management, and other
programs.

Members of the California Contract Cities Association

and other localities reinvent government every day, and can and
will reinvent affordable housing programs -- if only the laws will
let them.
to cities,

Allowing greater regional cooperation will lower costs
increase the flow of government dollars to programs

rather than to planners, and encourage cooperation among neighbors
rather than conflict with Sacramento.
Another problem for small communities is the statute's
narrow focus on the production of new housing.

The City of Cudahy,

for example, is one of the most densely populated communities
the nation, with 23,000 people residing in a City with residential
districts totalling only 2/3 of a square
are so acute that mobilehome parks
- 14 -

le.

Its hous

needs

next to industrial uses.

The City is so dense that is has only 11.3 acres of parks despite
its

large

and

growing

population

of

children

and

despite

conventional planning standards which call for 91 acres of parks.
There are only 34 vacant parcels in the entire City, totalling just
13.2 acres.

The majority of the City's housing stock was built in

the 1950's and '60's and much of that is in need of rehabilitation
and repair.

Accordingly I

the city has devoted its Community

Development Block Grant funds and redevelopment resources to home
improvement programs, code enforcement programs, and other efforts
to require landlords, and to assist homeowners, to improve living
conditions

for

the City's

largely poor and primarily Chicano

residents.
The City's efforts to do so, however, matter little under
a Housing Element statute which narrows its field of vision to the
construction of new housing.

Unless this small,

impoverished

community with a general fund budget of just $3.3 million somehow
manages to promote the construction of 232 new units over a fiveyear period,

its efforts to improve housing conditions for its

existing residents will do little to satisfy HCD or the proponents
of the present statute.
I recommend the Housing Element Statute recognize that
all cities are not the same and that all cities do not have the
same needs.

The statute should allow flexibility and provide for

a variety of ways to measure performance and promote accountability
while recognizing that local elected officials are best situated to
respond to local housing needs,

and to contribute to regional
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housing

needs

conditions.

in a

manner appropriate to

local

resources and

If the people of Cudahy elect leaders who promote

improved housing for the City's existing impoverished residents,
the state should encourage those leaders to meet that need in a way
which is also sensitive to regional concerns.

In closing, let me thank you again for the opportunity to
testify today.

I encourage you to retain the provisions of the

statute which are worth retaining and to

craft amendments

to

enhance California's ability to promote housing supply, rather than
full employment for lawyers, planners, and consultants.
also recognize that government

Let us

legislation works best when

it

builds on the respective competencies of the various agencies
involved.
and

In my view, HCD' s strong suit is its technical expertise

technical

assistance

programs,

local

government

is

best

situated to identify and implement programs which respond to local
resources and constraints, and regional entities are best situated
to encourage regional cooperation to solve regional problems.

Let

us also remember what local governments are not well equipped to
do:

under present circumstances, local government cannot be the

source of funding for affordable housing construction; they are not
well suited to be the primary developers of affordable housing; and
they may find it difficult to maintain the necessary expertise to
resolve regional housing problems.
the

regional

entities,

We must look to the state, HCD,

and

importantly

the

private

marketplace, to play the roles we in local government cannot.

We
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can, however, use our land use planning abilities to contribute
effectively to regional solutions to regional problems.
Again, thank you.

I would be happy to respond to any

questions the committee members may have.
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Thank you for inviting me to testify before your Committee
regarding the City of Santa Ana's interest and concerns with the
State required housing element.
I would like to take this
opportunity to address the issue of residential occupancy standards
which directly affect a city's ability to promote and maintain
affordable housing, a key component of housing elements.
The City of Santa Ana, as well as many other cities in the State,
suffers from overcrowded dwelling units that jeopardize the life
and safety of our residents.
Because of the current State
Occupancy standard, which allows as many as 15 people in a two
bedroom apartment:
our City cannot provide adequate police and
fire protection services; the school district cannot service the
overflow of children; and the infrastructure of the unit itself
cannot withstand the wear and tear on the building, thereby rapidly
increasing the deterioration of the housing units.
Neighborhood associations and residents protest the development of
housing that unfairly burdens government services and that
deteriorate to become havens for criminal activity. For example,
in the overcrowded areas of Santa Ana the demand for police and
fire services is 300% to 400% above the average for the remainder
of the city.
A more dramatic example of the negative consequences of
overcrowding is the 9 fire deaths within a 13 month period that
occurred in santa Ana. These fire deaths were directly associated
with overcrowded units. In one fire 1 the Santa Ana Fire Department
could not save 2 children and l adult who were living a in five
bedroom hpuse occupied by 25 people.
The amount of clothes,
mattresses, etc., and the blockage of proper egress routes due to
the house belongings, severely handicapped the firefighters from
saving the lives of these victims.
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Due to the overwhelming concern generated from these fire deaths
our city conducted a scientific test with an overcrowded unit that
proved that these units, which meet the current State Occupancy
Standard, are unsafe and life threatening.
The City of Santa Ana proposes a more reasonable occupancy standard
that would be available to cities on a local, optional basis. We
have worked with the Department of Housing and Community
Development, as well as with the Business, Transportation and
Housing Agency, in attempts to change the current State standard.
Our efforts to obtain an administrative remedy, however, have been
unsuccessful.
As I address your Committee, knowing of your concern to balance
housing needs and to promote affordable housing, I take pride in
telling you that the City of Santa Ana has an approved housing
element and is aggressively promoting policies that increase our
affordable housing stock.
It is paramount, however, that the
Committee recognize the link between the ability to control and
maintain housing stock with the political ability to promote its
development.
Failure to recognize this link will discourage the
development of housing which is the ultimate solution to the
overcrowding problem.
An unsafe occupancy standard, that is not
fact-based, encourages community organizations to oppose the
development of housing. More importantly, this standard relegates
our most needy constituents to substandard housing that places them
at risk to fire and safety issues.
I hope this Committee will recognize the importance of a more
reasonable occupancy standard and work to legislate the necessary
changes to the State Housing Code.

Attachment 1
BACKGROUND - PURPOSE FOR ORDINANCE

The City of Santa Ana has prepared an in-depth report on the
community issues prompting the need for an occupancy ordinance. A
summary of the report finds that:
1)

A municipality's General Plan, and the multitude of purposes
for which it is relied upon are seriously compromised by what
the city concludes are unrealistic densities allowed by the
Housing Code--especially in light of the courts recent
directives regarding method of application (total habitable
floor space).

2)

School districts have been the hardest hit, especially in
Southern California.
To accommodate the soaring and
unexpected population densities, many new facilities have been
forced to add portable units to school facilities built within
the last year or two.
Growth in Santa Ana has required the
acquisition of new school sites in numerous locations through
the condemnation of existing residential and commercial uses.

3)

Geographical
found to be
services--at
remainder of

4)

Residential structures and subsystems (electrical, plumbing,
sewer, etc.) are taxed severely, and deteriorate at an
alarmingly accelerated rate in the presence of unregulated
overcrowding--this is furt.her exacerbated by the unwillingness
of residents to complain about residential system failures,
through fear that to do so might result in rent increases or
eviction.

5)

Residential overcrowding has manifest itself in an increase of
improper occupancies.
Utilization of garages, closets,
porches, etc., which are
to sleeping areas, and/or
entire living spaces with cooki
devices, is a commonly
observed occurrence.

6)

Spillage and overflow of trash result from overcrowding, since
the number and size of required trash containers were
previously established by the administration of Section 503(b)
based upon bedroom square footages alone.

7)

Severe overcrowding results
threats to life and safety due
to inadequate fire safety exit procedures. Four recent fires
in Santa Ana have occurred due directly to overcrowding. Six
lives were lost and firefighter safety and rescue capability
was compromised.

areas known for rampant overcrowding have been
excessively high in demand for Police and Fire
times reaching 300 to 400% above averages for the
the city.

Attachment 2
SUPPORTERS
The following is a partial list of organizations that have pledged
their support for the proposal:
•

League of California Cities - as well as the individual
endorsement of many cities such as Santa Barbara, Dana Point,
Pico Rivera, Torrance, Los Angeles County - among others

•

East Orange Board of Realtors

•

Apartment Association of Orange County

•

National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials

•

California State Firefighters' Association
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Howard Yee
Senate Local Government Committee
1020 N Street
Sacramento, Ca. 95814

Dear Mr. Y ee:
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the Senate Committee on Local
Government regarding the Housing Element Law. My comments are summarized below.
I have also included a summary of 15 of my colleagues comments on the Housing Element
Law.
It is important to raise the issue that the same criteria can not be used for Counties that is
used for Cities. Counties tend to be resources based: agricultural, mineral, timber
resource are some of the resources that counties plan, preserve, and regulate. Typically
Counties are not in the urban services business. The basic services of sewer and water are
necessary ingredients of high density housing; such densities provide affordable
opportunities. With the Counties receiving, in the case of San Benito, ten cents of the
property tax dollar it is unlikely that Counties are planning to go into the urban services
business any time soon. Yet the suggestion, or should I say dictate, from HCD is to
increase our densities has slowed our certification process.
The methodology for Regional Housing Needs/Fair Share forces local agencies to plan in
a vacuum and undermines a comprehensive approach to planning. The State Department
of Housing and Community Development presently uses the State Department of Finance
population projections to derive regional housing needs. It can be argued that this
methodology allows HCD to be fair by using the same criteria for every region in the
state. The end product for local agencies is anything but fair and does not consider the
fiscal effects on agencies. Reliance on SDF population forecasts relieves employment
rich areas of the responsibility of providing housing and the associated land use costs for
government. The methodology also forces some regions, which are emerging bedroom
communities, to plan for continued sprawl for a relatively expensive land use, an
insufficient stock of revenue based land uses (industry and commercial) and less property

taxes from the state. The methodology also ignores whether there is an actual housing
need, available infrastructure, the carrying capacity of the region, and transportation
systems.
Interpretation ofHousing Element law offers no recourse to regions that have an unfair
burden to provide housing. The philosophy appears to be you've been growing so more is
better. Most disturbing is that the regional housing need has become an allotment for
growth that can force a local agency, particularly the counties, to revise their general plans
to accommodate growth induced by another region. Clearly this methodology gives a
whole new meaning to the "shoe fits approach" for the General Plan. It requires some
regions to wear another region's shoe with no recourse for appeal other than an uncertified
Housing Element. This approach exacerbates the Jobs/Housing imbalance between
regions. We need a comprehensive look at General Plan Law and to maintain the integrity
of the General Plan Law. Any revision should not allow one element to take priority.
The standard of review and consistency of review needs to be addressed. Consistency of
review between jurisdictions is of major concern. On its face some jurisdiction appear to
be held to higher standards. A move to a performance based standard could help resolve
this question. It has to also be noted that the standards need to be based on what is
approved, not necessarily built. If a jurisdiction approves a project that can not get
financed, it is hardly the local government's constraint that causes the situation.
Fifteen counties have submitted comments on Housing Element Reform. It should be
emphasized that there was an overwhelming desire to maintain local land use authority, to
simplifY Housing Element Law, and to have a comprehensive approach to housing element
reform. Issue of concern are briefly summarized below:

Issue 1:
Housing Element reform must not undermine the Strategic growth:
Taking Charge of the Future "Final decision on land use ultimately must be made by
locally elected officials".
Housing Element reform must keep the determination of the
local policy, density standards and approval or disapproval of housing projects at the local
level, otherwise local land use authority and general planning law will be undermined.
Today HCD wields the power to dictate what should be in a general plan in order to have
a Housing Element certified. There is an implied presumption that the Housing Element
has greater weight than other general plan elements and issues (air quality, congestion
management, resource protection).

Housing element law needs to be SIMPLIFIED. Preparation ofHousing
Issue 2:
Elements is already a cumbersome process. Existing law and requirements have the
potential to stifle creativity and local input. New legislation needs to simplifY the law and
recognize the tremendous staff resources expended going through the process of adoption
instead of implementation. A study should be commissioned to determine how effective
housing elements are in producing housing.

The Housing Element reform must be comprehensive and consider the
necessary links between employment and the need for housing (jobs/housing),
congestion management plans, carrying capacity of regions and the role of rural and
some urban resource based counties if meaningful planning is to occur in the State of
California.
Issue 3:

Fiscally responsible housing element reform will recognize that the housing affordability
problem is one piece in a larger puzzle.

The fiscal ramifications of any proposal for Housing Element reform
Issue 4:
must be addressed. This years budget balancing act was on the backs of many counties:
Any legislative proposals with fee deferments must be paid by the State and not local
agencies. Every effort should be made to minimize additional costs to local agencies.
OR
Local governments are having a difficult time paying for public services. The diversion of
property tax revenues from cities and counties for the 1993-94 budget year has made the
task even more difficult. Proposals to categorically waive fees for affordable housing must
be consistent with other legislation for programs such as congestion management plans. If
such legislation is contemplated, the STATE needs to build in a mechanism to fully
reimburse local agencies for waived fees.

COGs and/or HCD need to have authority to reduce the regional
housing need based on local constraints. Regional housing allocations must consider
Issue 5:

local constraints such as availability of jobs, resources, infrastructure, carrying capacity
and locally adopted gro\\-1h management programs.

Housing Element reform must recognize that cities and counties are two
very different entities with very imponant roles in planning for the state.
A city is a

Issue 6:

contained area which generally has a full range of infrastructure systems, a defined
boundary to growth and a municipal sewer and water system. Open space for a city
typically relates to unique geographic features (a tree, river) and recreation areas.
On the other hand most counties cover vast areas and are resource based with open space
elements that address the protection and managed production of mineral lands, agricultural
lands, timber, watersheds, environmentally hazardous areas with some provision for
recreation areas. Most counties are not in the business of providing city services, and
have limited municipal waste water treatment systems. Housing Element reform must
recognize the separate roles of cities and counties. Counties should not be forced into
sprawling onto resource lands and into the business of providing city services merely to
achieve a standard for high density housing or an allotment for regional housing needs.

Decisions regarding general plans and zoning must be made locally.
Issue 7:
Housing Element reform should not undermine the shoe fits approach to local planning.
Zoning determinations should continue to be made at the local level and not by a state
agency or a COG.

Issue 8:
Proposals to withhold allocation of state/federal funds to stimulate
housing element compliance should be rejected. State and federal funds are revenue
sources that local governments rely on to provide needed infrastructure improvements.
Federal and state funds are often needed to remedy existing problems from past housing
production. Proposals to withhold funds for lack ofhousing element compliance could
punish jurisdictions that have poor production due to the recession and fails to consider
that some jurisdictions have also allotted excessive and unrealistic housing needs.

Issue 9:
Effective housing element review must not be piecemeal. It must be
consistent with other planning laws for congestion management, resource preservation
etc. One of the flaws of previous revision bill was that the piecemeal approach would
have created legislation in conflict with other planning laws. Any future reform needs to
be comprehensive.

Issue 10:
Housing Element reform should not stifle countywide programs for new
construction needs. Several Counties have worked with cities to develop a
comprehensive affordable housing program that allows the unincorporated area to
maintain goals to prevent sprawl and for resource protection. COGs and HCD should not
be allowed to interfere with the ability to shift allocations between the communities.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments.

Rob Mendiola
Director of Planning, San Benito County
President, California County Planning Directors Association

TESTIMONY OF
JOHN PATTON, PLANNING DIRECTOR
COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
INTERIM HEARING ON HOUSING ELEMENT REFORM
December 8, 1993
The institutional point of view of the State's Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD) seems to be based on several assumptions reqard1ng
local governments approach to developing housing. These can be character1zed as
follows:
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS PREVENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING OPPORTUNITY THROUGH LOW
DENSITY ZONING.

The responses that Santa Barbara County has received from HCD on the
two draft Housing Elements submitted to HCO this year include an
emphasis on rezoning the County to higher densities to provide for
more affordable housing opportunities. Although Santa Barbara
County has adequate zoning to meet the total fair share number, even
with the present growth management ordinances, additional
strategies, critical to the production of affordable housing, have
been developed. In order to address the need to provide ample
opportunities to meet the fair share for low and very low income
households, Santa Barbara County has taken a comprehensive approach
by considering not only zoning but an expanded palette of housing
proQrams. Tnis approach wi 1l yield more affordable units than
str1ct reliance upon higher zoning densities, because through the
various programs, such as the Affordable Housing Overlay or Variable
Density programs, affordable housing projects (particularly those
targeted for the 1ow and very low income households) are prioritized
as a publicly beneficial project, worthy of special considerations
to override some service and resource considerations.
LOCAL GROWTH MANAGEMENT MEASURES ARE INTRINSICALLY IN CONFLICT WITH
AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION.

Most local growth management measures are for the purpose of pacing
growth of a general p1an 1 s bui1dout to keep in step with
infrastructure capacity increases. Growth management measures
usually provide a regulatory preference for affordable housing, if
necessary to meet fafr share goa1s. Both of Santa Barbara County's
Growth Management Ordinances contain such provisions. Without th1s
preference, affordable housing projects are at a competitive
disadvantage with market
housi projects in gaining access to
11m1ted infrastructure capacity, as their economies of scale and
profit margins are often substantially less than market rate
developnllnts. These financial constraints may be very limiting to
their ability to compete and negotiate with service districts on
demands for limited services.
1

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FEES ARE HIGHER THAN NECESSARY TO APPROVE AND CONSTRUCT
HOUSING.
Loca 1 government 11 fees for development are of two types: permit
processing and impact 11 fees or exactions for public facility
improvements. Permit processing fees are driven primarily by the
State Subdivision Map Act, CEQA, and general plan law which requires
finding ind1vidua 1 projects consistent with mandated procedural
requirements. Courts have required ever higher standards of detail
to support contested approvals. The legislature has recently acted
to reduce some procedura 1 requ 1rements. Some of the costs of
processing are a function of the level of 1ocal citizen
participation and project controversy. State mandated costs for
permit processing are substantial, but not the largest factor.
Impact fees are the source of most of the big per unit numbers cited
as a barrier to affordable housing. These fees are for roads,
schools, and sometimes fire stations, sewer and water, and other
public facilities. In the case of roads and schools, the size of
the fee 1s directly the result of reduced financial support. The
fees could easily be reduced 1f feasible alternative methods of
financing infrastructure were provided. If they are simply lowered
or reduced, existing infrastructure deficiencies will be aggravated
with the likely consequence of "ballot box planning" as citizens
experience worsening traffic congestion, school overcrowding and
degraded public safety.
COUNTIES WITH VACANT LAND CAN DEVELOP AT THE SAME RATE AS CITIES.
Many cities produce additional housing chiefly through annexation of
unincorporated areas. Such annexations often result in eliminating
the most developable lands from the counties since these areas,
contiguous to city boundaries, are typically the most suited for
expansion of necessary urban levels of service associated with
higher density housing. In addition, many counties and cities have
policies to direct urban growth toward cities in order to provide
efficient urban services.
Because of service and resource
constraints, counties snould not be presumed to have the same goals
in relation to existing population size as cities.
The proposals by HCD to unburden local government with the procedural
requirements of housing element preparation and certification are welcome but the
legislature should also attend to several additional issues of substance.
REFORM THE REGIONAL FAIR SHARE ALLOCATION PROCESS.
At the level of assigning regional goals to regions, the State
should have responsib1l ity to explicitly warrant that regional
housing goals are consistent with other federa1 and state goals. In
particular, state policies related to transportation, air quality,
preservation of agricultural land, school facilities, and
environmental protection must be acknowledged and incorporated into
the regional fair share allocation. Until the regional fair share
allocation process generates rea Hst1c numbers, housing elements

will continued to be viewed as a struggle to be waged on paper- not
on the provision of housing.
At the level of subregional fair share allocation, the State should

create incentives for local jurisdictions to allocate the regional
goa 1 to housing market areas within the region regardless of
jurisdictional boundaries. To achieve this, the jurisdictions
within each housing market area must be able to negotiate their
specific contributions in an efficient and effective manner.
Incentives for successful negotiations would help to achieve this.
Incentives should include access to new infrastructure finance and
housing finance mechanisms.
CHANGE THE COMPLIANCE STRUCTURE FROM PAPER DEMONSTRATIONS TO TANGIBLE
INCENTIVES FOR HOUSING PRODUCTION.

Housing element law was crafted under different fiscal
circumstances.
At least since Proposition 13, residentiai
development has lost its field of dreams quality: when the housing
is built, the roads and schools~ materialize from the property
tax yield. As the state and federal governments have withdrawn from
financing and subsidizing infrastructure and as property taxes
available to support basic urban services have dec1ined relative to
costs, local governments have had no choice but to place exactions
on deve 1opers. If these cou1 d be rep 1aced by broader f i nanc i a 1
mechanisms, the costs of producing housing would be reduced.
Further, without a stable source of general government revenues to
support the operation and maintenance of basic urban services, local
governments increase their financial peril when they approve
housing. The State needs to recognize the link between state and
local finance po1icy and housing production incentives. Fiscal
policy is in fact a much more powerful driver in local land use
decision making than housing element law. Housing approvals will
increase when the State provides local government a feasible means
to support them.
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My name is Barbara Kautz, and I am speaking today on behalf of
the American Planning Association.

I am the Community

Development Director for the City of San Mateo, which does
have a state-certified housing element and recently won a
Distinguished Leadership Award for our housing program.
almost a year,

For

I have participated in a working group that

includes cities and counties, regional agencies, and planners
and which has been attempting to develop recommendations for
changes in Housing Element Law.

Our work has been based on a conviction that current Housing
Element Law is not effective in achieving the production of an

adequate housing supply in California.

The major problems we

see include the following:

-Housing Element law emphasizes planning, not
performance.
guidelines

Much time is spent satisfying elaborate

rather than on building housing.

-There are few incentives for complying with the law
and few disincentives for not complying with it.

(In fact,

the State's tax structure discourages the approval of
housing by local governments.)

-Almost no State or federal money is available for
constructing or subsidizing affordable housing.
funds, goals for constructing affordable

Without

using cannot

be taken seriously by local government -- and it is not
clear to us that affordable housing is truly of high
priority to the State.

In our working group, we have tried to develop changes in
housing element law that would meet the following standards:

1.

Emphasize performance over elaborate planning

documents.

We have looked for a "stripped down" version of housing
element law that would identify a community's basic
housing needs but would eliminate excessive detail and
irrelevant

information.

In this regard, we support proposals to combine the
federal CHAS with the State Housing Element so one
document can satisfy both.

Much needless paperwork is

now occurring to prepare two separate documents.

2.

Concentrate on those elements that are truly within

the control of local government:

planning and zoning,

project approvals, and active assistance to affordable

housing.

Goals for construction of housing now set by regional
governments seem to imply that cities control the entire
construction process.

In fact, planning approvals are

only a small piece of the entire process.

Right now, lack

of financing is the major hurdle to the construction of
housing.

In my own community, for instance, we have a

backlog of over 500 approved units which cannot obtain
financing.

While local governments have the responsibility to zone
adequate sites for housing to meet housing needs, and to
approve projects consistent with local plans, local
governments do not actually construct housing.

3.

Tie performance standards to the availability of

housing funds.

These could include local redevelopment

funds, Community Development Block grants, federal

HOME funds, and State CHFA funds.

If funds are not

available, local governments should not be required to
build or subsidize affordable housing.

4.

Add incentives and disincentives for construction of

housing.

The State's tax structure penalizes cities which have
large amounts of housing.

Those of us who take our

housing responsibilities seriously recognize that we are
serving a need, and that it ls good public policy, but
agencies which have large commercial facilities with
little housing are wealthier communities able to provide
more services for their residents.

I would note that, despite our agreement on these principles, it
has proved extraordinarily difficult to come up with a concrete
proposal that even our working group can agree on.

It is very

difficult to measure performance, and legislation runs the risk

of substituting another very bureaucratic process for the
current housing element process.

In addition, there is great

resistance by local government to any review of local planning
and zoning, even though this is the one element that is within a
City's control.

We would like to offer our continued help to the committee in
developing

revisions

to Housing Element law and thank you for

the opportunity to be here today.

CALIFORNIA BUILDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (CBIA)
TESTIMONY
Presented to the Senate Committee on Local Government in Consideration of
Housing Element Reform
December 8, 1993

Presented by : Donald E. Moe
BIA Orange County Immediate Past President
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December 8, 1993
Testimony to the Senate Committee on Local Government in Pursuit of it's Goal of
Housing Element Reform
Chairman Bergeson, ladies and gentlemen of the committee:
Thank you for the invitation to offer some observations, thoughts and recommendations
this day from a builder point of view on Housing Element Law in California. I bring
experience from 1972 through 1993 pertaining to the housing crisis we face in our state,
as an employee with both The Irvine Company and Santa Margarita Company during that
time. I come here today in the hope that you are truly interested in reform. In reform
which can change the emphasis from planning to doing. From assessing to building.
From analyzing to creating jobs and providing housing.
Senator Bergeson has asked that I identify the problems with existing law and recommend
solutions--in 10 minutes. Here are my thoughts:
Problems with existing law
... From guideline to mandatory in eleven short years, the primary result has been a focus
of energy and analyses and reports, taking it away from a focus on actual production of
housing. A top-down command & control approach rather than an approach enabling
production .
. .. it has been used by City staffs and/or HCD as a way to encourage inclusionary housing
policy, which in itself is a huge barrier to production. Tim Coyle has been helpful in
trying to counter this when it pops us ... which we appreciate .
. . .it stimulates reports and bureaucracy vs. production
.. .it is counter-productive
Recommended Solutions
1.

Recognize the fundamental requirements prerequisite to building housing for all
groups.
a broad range of density need to be allowed. We can't meet housing needs for all
groups with only large lot singe family housing in every jurisdiction in the state.
an inventory of zoned land
certainty of rules
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reasonable time frames for processing
limited surprises
II

2.

II

Grant certainly back to builders in two forms:
the right to build a minimum of 8 DU/acre unless they want to build lower
a predictable time frame for project processing, e.g., 120 days from filing to
building permits

3.

Require a broad range of zoning, up to and including 25 DU/acre, with an inventory
of zoned land sufficient to accommodate a five year supply of housing in all price
ranges economically viable within the jurisdiction.
A couple of observations to support these recommendations:
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my experience with slow growth" city councils is the observation of their policies
to abide by the letter of the law vs. the spirit. Reports vs. housing production.
NIMBY's always win.
if certainty was given back to the builders, such as the 8 DU/acre minimum, there
would be a shift toward production and away from NIMBY's. By way of analogy,
the California Fish & Game Commission by law cannot consider the economic
impact of listing the gnatcatcher as endangered. Although many wanted to.
Similarly, local officials would be preempted by law from requiring anything under
8 DU/acre, making it easier to process higher density projects through NIMBY land.
a city in Orange County adopted mandatory inclusionary zoning as a way to obtain
approval of their housing element during 1993. According to city staff, there was
not enough land available to accommodate their "fair share" of affordable housing,
and HCD staff encouraged Inclusionary Housing as the solution. It could well be
that city staff liked this approach and "gave credit" to HCD. Nonetheless, it
illustrates how Housing Element law is being used to create more barriers,
uncertainty and costs for the builders in that particular city.
Lastly, recognize Housing Element Law as but one piece of the puzzle to be considered
if production of housing for all economic segments is in fact a goal. Identify and remove
all barriers to production.
It would do little good, for example, to create perfect Housing Element Law fully

supported by local jurisdictions, the state and builders alike ...
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if higher density housing was no longer buildable because it is neither insurable
nor financeable. This is becoming the case today as frivolous construction
defect litigations has become the most recent cottage industry for some lawyers.
Tort reform is urgent and essential.
if NIMBY's still have the power of CEQA law to file lawsuit after lawsuit to
stop projects--with no downside cost to them even if they lose. Let's bring some
sanity back to his process. It is perpetual jeopardy today.
if the Federal Government will not allow use of land in California because of
new species on the threatened list or EPA involvement with how land is used in
conjunction with Clean Water or Clean Air programs. We must somehow work
together to identify these kinds of issues early and work to retain the right to
build housing in balance with other goals.
if the SCAG Regional Comprehensive Plan, yet to be released, tried to become
the general plan for the 186 cities and 6 counties in the region. The conflict
between counties and cities fighting for economic growth in these difficult times
could take emphasis away from housing production, consume time resources and
create uncertainty for builders.
if the SCAQMD is successful in imposing its's will of reviewing all plans for
"indirect source" emissions and dictating mitigation measures. Read: time,
money and litigation potential.

I know many of these comments go beyond the narrow scope of Housing Element Law,
but do identify some of the issues we in the building community deal with every day
instead of doing what we think we can do best--which is to build houses. We look
forward to being a part of this overall reform process and thank you very much for your
courteous attention.
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Presentation to the Senate Committee on Local Government
on Housing Element Law
December 8, 1993
Good afternoon, my name is Lynette Lee and I am the
executive director of the East Bay Asian Local Development
Corporation or EBALDC, our acronym.
EBALDC is an Oakland based
community development corporation vlhich has completed 173 units
of affordable housing and which has another 233 units under
construction. We are a member of the Non-Profit Housing
Association of Northern California (NPH) which is a member of
Housing California. Housing California is a statewide coalition
of housing advocates who represent nonprofit housing developers,
homeless advocates, and people with special housing needs.
I am
here today representing Housing California.
We want to thank Senator Bergeson for inviting us to testify
before the Senate Local Gbvernment Committee's oversight hearing.
For more than a year Housing California, in conjunction with NPH,
the Southern California Association for Non-Profit Housing
(SCANPH), and the California Mental Health Association for
Special Needs Housing, has sponsored a Housing Element Working
Group. The purpose of both working groups has been to examine
the current housing element law, identify the problem areas, and
to propose solutions to the problems. our testimony today
reflects the combined efforts of both our Northern California and
Southern California working groups. The staff report has
suggested 4 key issues for consideration and we will focus on
those areas in our testimony. However, before doing that 1 we
wanted to take a moment to remind people about the depth of the
housing crisis in California.
Housing is a fundamental crisis in California. As housing
prices more than doubled in the 1980's, fewer and fewer
Californians have been able to buy or rent.
In 1980 the median
price for a house was $80 1 000 but by 1990 the pric sahot up to
$195,000 1 a 131% increase. The cost of a down payment rose 131%
during the same period. Unfortunately wages did not keep pace
with housing costs. The median income only rose 69% in the same
time period - thus, the dream of buying a home has become more
difficult for the average family.
Even though there are
currently low interest rates and the current recession has forced
home prices down a bit 1 many families have been or are concerned
about losing their jobs and are thus in no position to buy a
home. Renters have fared no better. Between 1980 and 1990
median rents increased from $252 to $561 per unit, a 123%
increase while median income rose only 69%.
It is thus not
surprising that California has the nation's most overcrowded
housing and more than 250,000 homeless people.
Unfortunatly 1 local government has not been able to meet the
need for housing. The California Coalition for Rural Housing
reported that at the end of 1989 only 16% of the low income units

needed to meet fair share goals had been built - leaving a
shortfall of more than half a million low income units. Almost
25% of all communities had produced no low income housing at all
while 19% stated that they had even met half their fair share
need.
The focus of housing element debate should be how
government and developers, both for profit and non profit, can
successfully work together to meet the housing needs of
California.
The purpose of housing element law is to make local
government take seriously its responsibility to provide quality
housing for all segments of its population.
Prior to the
Legislature pasing the Housing Element law, there was no
requirement that local government plan for needs of all its
residents.
The Law has helped to create tens of thousands of
units of low income housing which otherwise might not have been
built. We want to emphasize that the housing element law in
general is sound but needs to be updated and made more effective.
The focus of the housing element should be to encourage and
facilitate housing production in the State and to provide
assistance to make housing affordable, especially for those who
have the most critical unmet need. The housing element should be
a performance based document. Housing must be considered within
the context of comprehensive planning, favoring compact
development near employment opportunities and adequate
transportation corridors.
The current law is deficient in that it 1) has no teeth,
either in the form of incentives or sanctions and it has no
performance standards; 2) focuses on administrative processes or
document content rather than production to be "in compliance"; 3)
allows no flexibility for local governments to meet their goals;
4) does not require jurisdictions to assist units in proportion
to the affordable housing needs of specific population segments
or special needs groups, such as large families or the elderly
and disabled; 5) does not specify a length of time for units to
be made affordable for very low income households; and 6) does
not require local government to identify or address the housing
needs of extremely low income households - those at 25% or below
of median income.
The Law should continue to require that a "fair share" of
housing units be allocated for all income groups and identify the
specific production needs to accomodate lower-income people.
HCD, the COGs, and local government should continue to use
planning factors (such as market demand, employment opportunities
in the city, county, and region, availability of suitable sites
and public facilities, commute patterns, type and tenure of
housing need, the potential loss of subsidized units, and the
housing needs of farmworkers) in assigning fair share
allocations.
COGs should consider local government
recommendations before making a final allocation.
The Element should continue to require that needs, goals and

action plans be prepared at least once every five years identifying goals, objectives, programs and timetables; and
identifying sites with adequate zoning and density. The Element
should continue to promote inclusiveness of all housing stock
types to meet a variety of needs.
In addition, jurisdictions
should be required to identify people with special needs and set
goals and objectives for the development of housing for them.
Local governments should continue to identify governmental
constraints and develop plans to overcome them. Annual
performance reports should continue to be filed.
Housing California supports streamlining the housing element
process to avoid unnessary and duplicative work by local
government.
It may be helpful if local government could prepare
only one document which could satisfy both the federal CHAS
requirement and the State housing element. We have a committee
working on this in consultation with HCO and HUO. Our final
recommendations will be available in January. There should be
emphasis on reducing local regulatory barriers within the control
9f local government.
Every housing element should include a
review of the recent performance of the community's housing
approvals and delivery sustem, rather than a listing of
constraints, as is currently required. The review should include
l) how much land is zoned and planned for residential development
at various densities; b) what development standards and exactions
apply to housing projects; c) review of whether jurisdictitions
are complying with fair housing laws, especially with regards to
zoning and land use regulations; e) how long it took for
developers to receive approvals for various kinds of housing; d)
how many separate approvals were required; and f) which
environmental documents were required.
While housing element law needs to be streamlined, it should
not do so at the expense of clarity. A resident should be able
to pick up a housing element and find that for each identified
need there is a goal established and an action program in place
to accomplish the goal.
current law does not require such an
approach.
There should be a compliance tiering system where
communities are rated l) "in compliance," 2) "substantially in
compliance," 3) "out of compliance," and 4) "flagrantly
disregarding the law," according to codified criteria. The
criteria should recognize performance rather than document
completion as a real achievement of compliance.
Any housing element reform must include both carrots and
sticks for local government. current law offers no rewards for
localities such as Oakland who sincerely works to provide
affordable housing for very low income and special needs
households and only mild penalties for jurisdictions who
flagrantly thumb their noses at the housing element.

The "fair share" allocation process should recognize needs
for very low income and extremely low income (up to 25% of median
income). Communities that meet their production goals for the
two lowest income categories should be deemed in compliance with
their performance standards, as a way to encourage targeting of
public resources that will not be duplicated by the private
market.
Local governments that require long term affordability
controls (30 years or more) on both rental and owner-occupied
units specifically intended for low income people should get
credit in meeting housing element performance standards. The
State should establish a low and very low income standard (below
30% of median) and local government should plan in the housing
element for meeting the needs of people at these income levels.
At least 20% of actual growth must be for low and very low income
housing or 50% of the assigned fair share need must be for these
income categories.
In addition, local governments should be
required to target resources to rental and owner-occupied units
on a proportional basis.
Local governements which meet the performance standards
should be given priority for existing state funds and for any new
state funds.
Any new state funds or increases in existing funds
should include at least a 20% set aside for meeting future
housing needs for low and very low income households.
Local governments which flagrantly disregard the law should
be fined until their status improves. The fines should be used
to defray the costs of oversight administration.
Remaining
proceeds should be used to reward communities doing the most to
accept their fair share responsibilities. Housing California
believes that the following three areas should also be explored
for local governments which fail to meet performance standards 1) the state would impose mixed use and multifamily zoning on all
sites with density bonuses, with low and very low income
developments exempt from growth measures and permit processes; 2)
sales tax increments would be withheld from nonperforming
localities and 3) no eligibility for new funds except for low and
very low income housing.
In closing, I would like to summarize that 1) performance
standards with rewards for compliance and penalities for
noncompliance be imposed; 2) that standards for all local
governments to produce a percentage of low and very low income
housing, as well as serving special needs households,
be
established; 3) that fair share allocations continue to be
developed based on needs and within a context of comprehensive
planning; and 4) that there be some flexibility for local
governments to share responsibilities through joint agreements
within a region, that meet the sume of their performance
standards and do not lessen the total obligation. Thank you for
allowing me to present to you today on behalf of Housing
California.
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Madam Chairwoman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Michael Rawson, and I am Directing Attorney of the
Housing Element Enforcement Project of the Legal Aid Society of
Alameda County. The Project provides housing element analysis and
litigation support to local Legal Services programs and other public
interest law firms throughout the state. The Project was established
to fill the vacuum in state and private enforcement of Housing
Element law resulting from the absence of statutory authority for
state agency action and the failure of Attorney General to take
action. I thank you for inviting me here today to provide an
affordable housing advocate's perspective on Housing Element law and
policy.
As someone who has worked with the housing element process for
over a decade, I know that housing elements can work. I've seen it
many times. As a result of the process, I've seen the City of
Alameda lift its prohibition on multifamily affordable housing
development and commit funds to affordable housing development; I've
seen the City of Healdsburg commit to expand its sewer capacity and
increase densities; I've seen the City of East Palo Alto abandon
demolition of affordable units until it identifies the resources to
replace them; and I've seen the County of Madera commit to forming a
joint housing authority with the City of Madera to facilitate
affordable housing development.
I hope you come away from this hearing with a clearer
understanding of the paramount importance of the housing element
obligation and its place as the essential foundation of any statewide
strategy to increase the supply of affordable housing. If I could
leave you with just one thought it would be this: Housing elements
don't produce housing they plan for housing. The housing element
obligation works, but it could work much better if the statutes were
clarified and adequate enforcement and implementation mechanisms were

added.
I will focus on the additions needed to make the housing element
process a more effective tool for increasing affordable housing. And
I will pay particular attention to implementation and enforcement
mechanisms, addressing the concept of "Performance Standards" as well
as legal remedies. Following me, another Legal Services attorney,
David Jones, will speak to you about the importance of preserving,
strengthening and clarifying the existing statutory scheme.
THE CRITICAL ROLE OF COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
First let me call your attention to the button I'm wearing. It
was given to me by Tom Cook of HCD, and it says "Housing Elements Are
Fun."
Yes, that is a bit of a euphemism. But it refers to the
common misconception that housing elements are needless busy work.
As several local government officials have told me: "Housing
elements don't build housing." (To which I add: "Neither do local
officials."] But they're not supposed to-- it's not their role.
No, housing elements don't build housing, but their absence in
many communities all but ensures that housing, especially affordable
housing will not be built. And that is what the housing element
obligation is all about-- planning for housing so that it will be
built.
Ask developers what they need to build affordable housing, and
they'll tell you, "Cheap land and cheap money." Ask a nonprofit
developer what it needs to build housing affordable to low and very
low income households and the reply-- "Cheaper land, cheaper money,
and some extra money to boot." But even if you give away money and
land, affordable housing cannot be built unless local government
provides adequate planning.
Before a nonprofit developer can acquire land and plan
development, the community must facilitate the development by
providing appropriate zoning and infrastructure and by approving
plans and permits. Uncooperative local governments or Not-In-MyBack-Yard (NIMBY) citizens can effectively shut-out affordable
housing if allowed to do so. Adequate resources cannot produce
affordable housing without adequate local planning. To prevent
selfish local parochialism from thwarting efforts to develop
affordable housing the state must mandate local planning for
affordable housing.
BACKGROUND CONTEXT
The idea of comprehensive local planning, which provides the
underpinnings of California's housing element obligation, holds that
responsible governments, concerned about economic growth and the
needs of their citizens, plan for housing. Once the plan is in
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place, the locality must follow that comprehensive vision despite
pockets of resistance from special interests. Just as the state must
have a comprehensive budget to ensure expenditure of tax money in
accordance with the needs of the state, the local government must
have a housing element to ensure allocation of land and resources in
accordance with the housing needs of the community and surrounding
region.
State mandated comprehensive planning and the housing element
obligation evolved from the recognition that parochial local
interests can and will obstruct the development of affordable housing
unless local government takes affirmative steps to facilitate such
development. They evolved in response to rampant exclusionary
zoning. Unless the state mandates that local governments plan for
affordable housing, exclusion of affordable housing will prevail.
MAKING HOUSING ELEMENTS WORK BETTER

But with more than half the local jurisdictions out of
compliance, obviously something is amiss. In addition to the
improvements Mr. Jones will outline, let me call your attention to
two critical omissions of existing law-- adequate implementation
mechanisms and adequate enforcement mechanisms.
A.

Implementation--"Performance Standards"

I said that responsible governments plan for the housing needs
of their citizens. But the responsibility doesn't end there-- even
the best housing elements can fail for lack of implementation. Thus
while it is true that flaws in the existing statutes carry some of
the blame for the dismal record of local government compliance with
housing element law, it is the absence of sufficient performance
standards that presents the primary barrier to implementation. To
ensure implementation, the state must prescribe performance standards
with sufficient incentives for compliance and sanctions for
noncompliance.
A workable performance standard must be grounded in the real
world. It therefore must take three things into account:
1) the limited resources of local government,
2) the ever-changing market conditions, and
3) the prevalence of local opposition to development.
In this context, I recommend a very simple, fair and workable
formula-- one based on the "growth share" concept developed in New
Jersey. It is based in the realities of the market and the
strictures of local financial resources.
The "growth share" model works like this: the standard for low
income housing development is set at a percentage of the total market
rate housing units built in any given year-- a percentage of growth
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or growth share. For example, if the percentage is 20% and 500 units
of housing are built during the year, the growth share is 20% of 500
or 100 units. To achieve the performance standard, the community
must demonstrate that 100 units affordable to low income households
were developed during the year. The state could establish a fixed
percentage or allow HCD to adjust the percentage based on fluxuations
in need and market conditions.
What about unabashedly "no-growth" communities, where a
percentage of growth would mean a percentage of nothing? Because of
these localities, the growth share standard must be paired with an
alternative performance standard. The alternative would fix the
performance standard at a percentage of the fair-share need for low
and very low income housing assigned by the local Coalition of
Governments (COG) or the state. For example, assume the percentage
is 50% and the community's assigned fair share need for low and very
low income housing is 200 units and 100 units respectively. To meet
the alternative standard the community must demonstrate that 100 low
income and 50 very low income units were developed. This
alternative, "fair share" standard if you will, would apply in
communities where the growth share formula would result in fewer
units.
Because the next housing element revision deadlines are pushed
back two years by AB 2172, HCD could assess local government
performance at the end of the current housing element cycle and then
midway through the housing element cycle thereafter (ie. every 2 1/2
years).

1.

Incentives and Sanctions.

Given local pressures, a system of incentives and sanctions are
needed to secure maximum effort to meet performance standards. The
greater the standard, the greater the incentives and sanctions which
are needed.
A local government meeting or exceeding the standard would
receive various incentives. These could range from:
~
~
~

top preference for non-housing related state grants, loans
or subsidies
top priority for state programs or services.
increased revenues from either:
A fund created from a state sin tax,
Fines levied on non-complying jurisdictions, or
Increased sales tax revenues derived from the funds
withheld from noncomplying jurisdictions (see below)

A local government failing to meet the performance standard
would incur sanctions, of which there are basically two types-monetary and non-monetary. Monetary
could include:
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~

~

~

A decrease in sales tax funds in relation to the degree of
non compliance or
A fine proportionate to the degree to which the locality
falls short.
Denial of, or lowest priority for, non-housing related
state grants and loans,

Non-monetary sanctions involve curtailment of local
discretionary land use regulation powers. I call them "planning
sanctions." Some possibilities in this area include:
~
~
~

The imposition of state prescribed mixed-income or
"inclusionary" housing requirements,
The imposition of state prescribed minimum densities, and
The exemption of affordable housing from building permit
limitations or other exclusionary land use policy.

These planning sanctions are probably more viable politically
than monetary sanctions. Indeed, they even have the support of many
local planners and community development officials because they
enable local jurisdictions to facilitate increased housing
development.
A more detailed outline of the possibilities for a system of
incentives and sanctions is included in my written comments as
Attachment "1".
2.

Relief From Standards

Sanctions.

an~

Of course, the assessment of sanctions must relate to the degree
of non-performance. And in some circumstances a community may
demonstrate that it is beyond its control to attain the applicable
performance standard. In this regard, however, reaching a growth
share standard for low income housing is inexcusable. The ability
localities to adopt a mixed income housing program provides an
adequate mechanism to ensure the development of a growth share of low
income housing. If a community's growth share is 20%, then it can
easily implement an 20% mixed income housing program.
Survey the
many communities already implementing these programs, and you will
find that they can produce housing affordable to low income
households without infusion of direct subsidies.
The ability to a meet performance standard for very low income
housing, though, will depend on the availability of federal, state
and local resources. Consequently, communities failing to meet the
standard for very low income housing could be relieved from sanctions
if HCD finds that the community made a maximum effort to secure and
expend federal, state and local resources. In this regard, the
statute should provide for an administrative appeal by local
government and concerned citizens that might disagree with HCD's
determination.
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B.

Enforcement--Administrative And Judicial Review

Now let me turn to the topic of enforcement mechanisms.
Performance standards address the problem of implementation of
housing elements. But lack of adequate enforcement mechanisms
constitutes the other major weakness in the current statutory scheme.
In addition to compelling implementation, we must make sure we have
an adequate housing element to implement.
It is little wonder that
so many jurisdictions are out of compliance because there is little
consequence for it.
On the administrative level, the current legislation imbues HCD
with only advisory review powers. Moreover, the state Attorney
General has taken a hands off policy on Housing Element enforcement.
Except for the litigation brought by the Housing Element Enforcement
Project, Mr. Jones and a few other public interest groups, there is
no other enforcement activity.
With respect to judicial review, even when recalcitrant
jurisdictions are brought before the judiciary, judges are frequently
frustrated by the failure of the statutes to provide clear direction.
Some of the statutory requirements are vague, the standard of review
is unclear, the HCD review is only advisory and the remedial statute
lacks sufficient focus.
1.

Administrative Review Changes

Two changes would improve the effectiveness of the
administrative process immensely. First, the Legislature should
invest HCD with mandatory review authority. Just as a housing
element found in compliance by HCD carries a legal presumption of
validity, an element found out of compliance should likewise carry a
presumption of invalidity. This change would go a long way towards
making local governments take HCD seriously. It would also obviously
expedite litigation, resulting in many more settlements and, hence,
many more adopted housing elements.
The other change would mandate automatic consequences when a
local government fails to adopt its housing element by the statutory
deadline. The law should requ
that two things occur:
a)

That the Attorney General file an enforcement action (or
deputize other counsel to do so); and

b)

That affordable housing projects proposed until the
adoption of a hous
element receive:
~

Exemptions from building permit limitations and
discretionary approval processes (such as Conditional
Use Permits),
A 100% density bonus.
6

The benefits of such automatic enforcement remedies include much
quicker local government compliance and the attendant reduction in
potential litigation.
2.

Judicial Review

With respect to judicial review, the process would benefit
considerably if the remedial sections of the Housing Element statutes
provided the courts with more direction and focus.
a.

"Substantial Compliance" Standard

First, the "substantial compliance" standard of review requires
definition. Although court decisions have hinted at a definition,
the law should specify that failure to include or address any items
prescribed by the statute constitutes failure to substantially
comply. Ideally, the absence of any data, analysis, goal or program
required by the legislation should establish non-compliance per se.
b.

Mandatory Injunctive Remedies

The second change needed in the judicial process is the
clarification of the mandatory injunctive remedies. The current
statute provides a menu of six possible orders from which the judge
must choose after finding a locality out of compliance. These range
from prohibiting the issuance of building permits altogether, to
merely mandating approval of specific housing developments. The
range of options, while providing the judge with the discretion to
tailor an order, is far too sprawling considering that many judges
have but a rudimentary knowledge land use law. The courts need more
direction.
Here, simplification makes the most sense. In all cases the
required order should be the same. For as long as the element
remains out of compliance the Court should:
1)

Suspend local authority to approve residential or nonresidential development except for affordable housing
developments. Developments less than a certain size could
be exempted out right. And, on an case by case basis, the
order would exempt other developments for which it is
demonstrated that the development would not impede the
local government's ability to meet its affordable housing
needs.

2)

Order approval of affordable projects without discretionary
review and with a 100% density bonus.

3)

Prohibit the imposition of down zoning or building
moratoria.

7

Please remember-- the housing element provides a plan or
"budget" for the use and expenditure of a communities land. Just as
the state cannot spend money until it adopts a budget, local
government should not be permitted to "spend" land until it adopts an
adequate housing element.
Good housing elements, if properly implemented, work.
I have
seen communities that decide to take the housing element process
seriously radically change their policies and programs in favor of
affordable housing development.
Acceptance of the responsibility to
plan for the housing needs of all our citizens results in the
planning of inclusion rather than the planning of exclusion.
Unfortunately, the examples are far too few and too often come as a
result of bitter litigation.
The typical affordable housing program in many housing elements
reads something like this: "The City will encourage developers to
build affordable housing development where appropriate and where
resources permit." Well "encouragement" and $1.50 will get you a cup
of cafe latte in the most exclusionary of communities.
Madam Chair, members of the Committee, it is now incumbent on
the Legislature to ensure that communities take their obligation
seriously.
It is incumbent on the Legislature to make housing
elements work for all communities.
It is incumbent upon the
Legislature to finally make state mandated planning for affordable
housing a reality. This is no time to jettison the responsibility or
erode it.
It is time to make it work by mandating performance and
facilitating enforcement.
Thank you for your attention to th
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most critical issue.
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Madam Chairperson and Members of the Committee:
My name is David Jones. I am a senior attorney with Legal Services of Northern
California, where I have specialized in representing clients in land use, housing and
redevelopment matters, including litigation, administrative and legislative advocacy. In
particular, for the past five years I have represented clients in Housing Element litigation and
local legislative advocacy.
Based on my experience, I believe that the existing Housing Element Law provides an
important mechanism to ensure that the housing needs of all economic segments of California
are addressed. While there is clearly room for improvement, like Mr. Rawson who
proceeded me, I hope you will leave these hearings with an understanding that what is
required is not to dismantle the Housing Element law, but to strengthen and clarify its
provisions so that they can effectuate their intended purpose.

I.

Effectiveness of Housing Element Law

It is difficult, if not impossible, to quantify or measure the effectiveness of the
Housir.g Element Law. There are too many variables that determine whether or not housing
is produced, particularly affordable housing for very low and low income persons, for us to
be able to isolate and quantify the effect of the Housing Element Law. Measured by the
current unrnet need for low and very low income housing in the state, the law may be
considered a failure. Measured by the amount of affordable housing that would not be built
but for the impetus provided by the Housing Element Law, and the law must be considered
effective, albeit far less effective than it could and should be.
The law itself has two primary means to facilitate the production of housing. The first
of these is a· requirement that the locality identify adequate sites with sufficient densities and
infrastructure to provide housing that will meet the needs of all economic segments of the
society and provide for a range of housing types. This is the so-called "adequate sites"
requirement.

This requirement is closely related to the so-called "fair share allocation," which is
the second primary means to facilitate housing production. Each locality is allocated a
number of very low, low, moderate and above moderate income households that represents
the number of new households in each income category that will require new housing over
the five year planning period of the Housing Element. The law requires that the locality
design a program, with goals and policies, to make a "maximum effort" to meet their fair
share allocation for each income category. The fair share numbers are also used as the
standard by which to measure whether there are adequate sites at sufficient densities to
facilitate the production of housing affordable to the new households projected for the next
five years within each income category.
Although it is not possible to quantify the effectiveness of the law, a brief discussion
of examples in which the Housing Element adoption or update process helped to provide
scarce affordable housing illustrates the effectiveness of the Law. It is the process of
adopting or revising a housing element, consistent with the requirements of the law, that
creates the opportunity to forge partnerships of advocates, business representatives,
developers, local elected officials, residents and planners to make the policy commitments
necessary to provide affordable housing.

A.

Production of Affordable Housing

In adopting a new Housing element or revising an existing one, localities are required
to perform a number of tasks that focuses a spotlight on housing needs, the constraints to
housing production, and the past performance of the locality in meeting housing needs. The
locahty must analyze existing and projected need, including the need to preserve, rehabilitate
and develop new housing affordable at each income level, it must analyze special needs,
governinental and non-governmental constraints, identify adequate sites with sufficient
densities and infrastructure to meet the fair share allocation and provide a range of different
housing types, and evaluate past performance and the effectiveness of each of the housing
programs in the last Housing element. In undertaking these activities the locality is charged
with affirmatively promoting public participation, including from very low and low income
households.
In addition, the locality must adopt a
with goals, objectives, policies and
timeliness, to make a maximum effort to address
identified need for housing. While not
required to meet the entirety of the existing or projected need, a maximum effort must be
demonstrated.
The preparation of the Housing Element focuses the attention of local policy makers
and elected officials on the housing needs of the community at least every five years. It
provides an important opportunity for the locality to move toward the adoption of programs
and policies that will meet housing needs, and an opportunity for local residents, advocacy
groups, non-profit and for profit developers, planners, elected officials etc to advocate for
those policies and programs. Without the Housing Element law, this intervention point would
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not exist, and it is likely that localities could avoid, for significant periods if not indefinitely,
avoid having to address housing needs.

1. Adequate Sites Requirement
a.

Examples of Use of Adequate Sites Requirement to Prevent
Downzoning and Ensure Multi-family Densities in Rural
Areas

Examples of the way in which the Housing Element Law has resulted in additional
unit production are legion. In my own experience, the adequate sites requirement has been
used to ensure that localities have enough higher density designated and zoned land to enable
the development of multi-family housing that would potentially be affordable to low and very
low income households. For example, in my service area there are a number of very small
rural towns, with less than 5,000 people, that have or are preparing community general
plans. These towns are unincorporated and thus governed by a county general plan and
housing element, but each town prepares its own community plan for development.
The adequate sites requirement has been instrumental in ensuring, for these small
towns, that they provide medium density zoned land for multi-family development to meet
the needs of low and very low income households. In several cases, local residents have
embraced a NIMBY approach and attempted to reduce densities to a level so as to preclude
any multi-family housing, even duplexes, and provide only for low density single family
housing. In each case, the adequate sites requirement was and is being used as a bulwark to
overcome this NIMBY resistance. Advocates, developers, planners, and elected officials,
n.:ly i11g upon the adequate sites requirement, have ensured and are ensuring that plans are
adopted that provide adequate sites, or make a committment to provide such sites for housing
that will meet the needs of all economic segments of society. Without the adequate sites
requirement, localities in our service would be free to respond to NIMBY pressures by
pennitting only low density single family housing that is affordable to only moderate or
above moderate income households.

b.

Examples of Use to Obtain Homeless Shelters

Other examples of the effectiveness of the adequate sites requirement include ensuring
the availability of emergency and transitional housing for the homeless, a housing type most
sorely needed in each of our localities but one which traditionally faces fierce local
opposition. The Housing Element expressly provides that sites must be identified for
emergency and transitional housing. This language has enabled advocates, planners, elected
officials and non-profits to overcome local NIMBY opposition in each of the localities with
which I am most familiar --Davis, Woodland, West Sacramento, and Sacramento-- to ensure
that zoning is provided and sites are available for and used to provide shelters and
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transitional housing.

2. Effectiveness of Fair Share Allocation
a.

Use of Fair Share to Obtain Indusionary Requirements

Similarly, the fair share allocation coupled with other portions of the Housing
Element Law touched upon a moment ago, has been effective as a means to ensure the
production of affordable housing, in my experience. The fair share allocation, the
requirement that the locality make a maximum effort to meet its fair share, and the
requirement that the locality adopt specific programs, policies and objectives to do so, has
allowed advocates, non-profits and for-profit developers, planners, elected officials and local
residents to advocate for and obtain policies that ensure the development of affordable
housing. In Davis, Woodland, and Yolo County, among a host of other policy commitments
designed to produce affordable units, an inclusionary housing program has been included
within each localities' housing element that requires certain percentages of aU new
development to be affordable to low and very low income housing.
Similar to the "growth share" concept discussed earlier by Mr. Rawson, these
inclusionary policies were the direct result of the requirements of Housing Element law.
These policies are also resulting in the production of significant numbers of affordable units
which, but for these policies, would not otherwise have been produced.
Another example of the effectiveness of the fair
allocation, coupled with the
other housing element requirements, lies in the City of Sacramento. Again, as a by-product
of lhe hou::.ing dement requirements and fair share allocation, the County and City have
industrial development, that
adopted a commercial and industrial fee, on new commercial
generates funds for new affordable housing.
These are but a handful of a vast number of examples that could be cited to
demonstrate how; in practice, the Housing Element Law works effectively to facilitate the
production of affordable housing. While these is a large amount of room for improvement,
and penalties for nonparticularly in the area of performance standards,
performance, as discussed in greater detail by Mr. Rawson, the existing scheme is assisting
in the production of affordable housing. While it may
somewhat burdensome, it cannot be
dismissed as a failure, nor should it be discarded by the ~-,..,·~·-··-·

II.

Important Provisions and Suggested

There are a number of important
Element Law that
facilitate the production of affordable housing.
cases these can be clarified and
strengthened, to meet the intent of the Legislature to ensure
housing needs are met for
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all income segments. Mr. Rawson has already discussed the importance of setting
performance standards and incentives and sanctions for failure to meet those standards. I will
focus briefly on other provisions of the Housing Element Law that are important and that can
be improved ..

A.

Adequate Site Identification and Designation

As I have already pointed out, the requirement to identify adequate sites and provide
adequate sites if they do not already exist, is a mainstay of the Housing Element Law.
This requirement of the Housing Element Law, coupled with a provision elsewhere in
the Planning and Zoning Law, calls for the locality to not only prepare a site specific
inventory of sites, at sufficient densities and with available infrastructure, but also to
designate additional sites, and, in those circumstances where these is not sufficient vacant
land within the community, to undertake a program to annex or redevelop land to provide
those sites. Although I believe that the law on this point is unambiguous, many localities
appear to believe that there is sufficient ambiguity to avoid a site specific inventory.
Additional language in the law would clarify this requirement. The importance of this is to
enable the public to evaluate the availability of the sites, which if reported in an aggregated
fashion, can be immune from the sort of review needed to make sure that the site truly are
capable of being developed within the five year period of the Housing Element at sufficient
densities and with available infrastructure to meet housing needs.
While I believe that the law is also unambiguous in requiring the designation of
adequate sites to occur at the time the Housing Element is adopted or revised, a number of
localities also appear to believe that there is sufficient ambiguity to permit them to defer, into
the future, the designation of adequate sites. In order to make the revision/adoption process
more efficient and streamlined, localities should, at the time of revision/adoption, also
designate adequate sites in their land use maps and land use elements, as opposed to
deferring this task to a later date. To the extent that there is any ambiguity on this score, the
law should be clarified to make more explicit this requirement.

B.

Identify, Analyze and Remove Governmental Constraints

The Housing Element Law requires the locality to identify and analyze governmental
and non-governmental constraints to the development of housing, and, where possible,
remove those constraints.
As most developers will tell you, an important component of housing cost is
governmental constraints, including fees, exactions, building and construction requirements,
design requirements such as parking and open space requirements, zoning, growth controls,
approval and processing delays, etc. Requiring localities to analyze these constraints and to
remove them is an important aspect of the Law, because it provides advocates, developers,
elected officials and planners an opportunity to obtain an understanding of how these
5

constraints impact housing affordability and to mitigate their impact.
In order to streamline both the preparation of and review of Housing Elements,
however, a standard list of constraints should be developed by HCD to be used by localities
to guide their analysis, so there is no confusion as to what constraints must be analyzed.
In light of the importance of constraints to the cost of housing, the Law should be
strengthened to require not only that constraint be removed, but that if maintained, the
locality justify the constraint. One way to accomplish this is to require specific findings that
the constraints cannot be removed without injury to health, safety or welfare. This type of
approach to constraint removal would raise the standard from removal "where possible,"
which can be an invitation to do nothing, to a more exacting requirement that there be
substantial evidence justifying the need for a constraint.

C.

5 Year Update and HCD Review, With Partial Updates if Meet
Performance Standard

The law requires an update of the Housing Element every five years, with review by
HCD. In light of the fast changing nature of development and real estate markets, a five year
update remains an important provision. HCD review is also important to ensure that the law
is complied with, although the effect of that review should be clarified so that there is no
doubt that a finding of non-compliance raises a presumption of non-compliance for
enforcement purposes, as suggested by Mr. Rawson.
ln keeping with the goal of moving more toward a performance based approach, and
to streamline the process, consideration should be given to permitting, for those localities
who have met a performance standard based on their fair share allocation and existing
housing need (e.g. if they meet 80% of the allocation in each income category and meet a
certain portion of existing need), only a partial update in year ten. This would be a way to
reward those communities that are actually providing affordable housing, which after all is
the goal of the law, by reducing the burden of a full update. However, a partial update
should still require adequate site identification, evaluation of past performance, governmental
constraints analysis and removal, and a five year program of policies to meet fair share
allocation. Instead of a full blown demographic analysis and analysis of need, however,
census data could be relied upon and analysis provided by HCD could be relied upon in the
partial update.

D.

Fair Share Allocation

At the heart of the Housing Element Law is the fair share allocation. For reasons I
have already gone into, this must be retained. In particular, the allocation of fair share
among very low, low and moderate income households must be retained. Without such an
allocation, the Law is rendered meaningless and without substance, in terms of the goal of
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providing for affordable housing for very low and low income persons.
Within the existing allocation process there is some room for improvement. Very low
income households are those at or below 50% of median income. In Yolo County, for
instance, a four person very low income household makes up to $19,850. All very low
income households are not grouped at the top of the very low income bracket, however.
Unfortunately, many housing programs, when defining affordable housing for very low
income households, require only that the housing be affordable to those at the top of the
bracket.
To combat this, and make sure that there is housing provided and facilitated for those
at the bottom end of the very low income bracket, the fair share allocation should also
determine the number of household below 30% of median income. The five year program
should specifically address the needs of this group. Adequate sites to facilitate housing for
this group should also be identified.
Under current practice, while localities must identify and plan to meet both existing
and projected need, if a locality does not meet its five year fair share allocation, it routinely
receives another five year allocation and the remainder of the prior five year allocation is
forgotten. The law should clarify that for those communities not meeting their fair share
allocation, the remainder should be carried forward into the nest five year period.
The allocation itself is generated from the Department of Finance's analysis of
statewide population growth. A statewide new households allocation is generated, which is
then distributed amongst each region in the state, to the Council of Governments for each
region. In turn, the Councils of Government allocate a fair share of projected need to each
locality within its region.
This allocation process should be retained, to ensure that an accurate forecast of
population growth is generated and planned for. Some have suggested a "bottom up"
approach, with each locality identifying its projected growth which in turn would be added
up for the region, and then each region added up for the state total. In light of the NIMBY
pressures within communities to "raise the drawbridge" and limit growth, this approach
would merely institutionalize the desire of localities to avoid planing for their fair share and
would exacerbate housing shortages, overcrowding and overpaying for housing, and thus
should be rejected.
Permitting localities within a region greater flexibility to have input into the
distribution within the region, however, so long as the regional allocation remains fixed and
racial and/or economic segregation is not increased, is worthy of consideration.
Within this framework the law should also be clarified so that a mechanism for public
comment and participation in the allocation by the COGs to and between localities is
provided.
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E.

Transfer of Fair Share

While not without controversy among affordable housing advocates, some limited
ability to transfer fair share between localities should be considered, so long as there is no
aggravation of economic and/or racial segregation. Further, there would have to be
guarantees that the community receiving fair share also had the capacity and resources to
provide the additional fair share. A provision that the transferring locality provide those
resources would be one solution.

F.

Implementation Measures: Five Year Program, Objectives, Policies,
Timelines

That portion of the law requiring quantified objectives and a five year program of
specific implementation measures must be retained, as it is these policies and the
committment to them that will ensure the provision of affordable housing.
To add further impetus to the adoption of policies, a performance based standard
should be include within the law. In addition, the law should tighten the requirement for
strong policy commitments. Many housing elements still contain largely discretionary
language in the policies section, such as "shall encourage," "shall consider," and "may
adopt. " The law must clarify that this level of committment is not acceptable, to the extent
there remains any ambiguity.

G.

Annual Performance Reports and Five Year Evaluation of Performance

The law requires annual performance reports, which should be retained as a way of
monitoring performance, as should the evaluation within the housing element of the past five
years performance.

H.

Identify and Analyze Existing and Projected Needs, Including
Rehabilitation, Preservation, New development and Special Needs

Current law provides for the identification and analysis of existing and projected
housing needs, including special needs, and the need to preserve, rehabilitate and develop
new housing.
It is this analysis that is often the source of the greatest complaints from local
governments, who complain having to spend time analyzing these needs. No one ever said
good planning would be easy though, and requiring that localities, once every five years,
undertake to study and analyze housing demographics is not an unreasonable request, in light
of the stakes involved.
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This is particularly true for the many localities that would prefer not to have public
review of the dire shortage of housing for very low and low income households. The benefits
of this review and update process I have already mentioned -- it provides an opportunity and
intervention point for communities to address these issues in a constructive fashion.
However, some streamlining of this requirement may be useful, particularly for those
communities that are producing affordable housing for all economic segments. For example,
as I indicated earlier, a partial Housing Element update in year 10, for those communities
that meet 80% of fair share and existing need, is a way to reduce the paperwork.
Combining the Housing Element and the federal Comprehensive Housing
Affordability Strategy (CHAS) is another. so that one document meets both requirements.
This should be accomplished by incorporating the CHAS requirements into the Housing
Element law, without weakening the existing law itself.

III. Other Improvements
A.

Target Public Funds According to Unmet Need

An additional improvement within the Housing Element law would be to require that
public funds be spent, at the very least, in proportion to the unrnet need respectively for very
low, low and moderate income housing, while granting the locality flexibility spend greater
amounts on very low income housing.
This provision is not necessary to the extent that meaningful performance standards
are adopted, as those standard will necessarily drive localities to spend public fund to meet
the greatest need. If such performance standards are not adopted, however, the targeting of
public funds is important to ensure that housing for those in greater need is addressed.

B.

Length of Affordability Requirements

Under a performance based system, it should be clear that credit is obtained for
providing very low and low income housing if the housing is affordable for at least 55 years,
if not into perpetuity. 55 years is the commonly accepted minimum for duration of
affordability under many housing programs, and to encourage the efficient use of public
resources duration of affordability should be required to receive credit for performance.

C.

Streamline Approval Process and Appeals

Developers often complain that one of the greatest impediments to lower cost housing
is the length of time to process development approvals and the uncertainty that comes with
that process. The Housing Element Law could address this issue and significantly lower the
cost of housing by tightening timeliness for approvals, raising the standards needed to reject
9

a project in those cases where fair share has not been met, and providing for expedited
appeals of entitlement denials to a land use appellate court or administrative appellate body.

IV. Conclusion
In conclusion, the Housing Element Law currently is serving as an important vehicle
to facilitate the development of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income
households. What is needed is to improve that Law, and to adopt as well a truly performance
based system that will better ensure the provision of affordable housing.
Thank you providing me with this opportunity to comment.
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MARIAM BERGESON. CHAIRMAN
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
SENATE COMMITIEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
STATE CAPITOL ROOM 2085
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA. 95814
DEAR MS. BERGESON AND COMMIDEE MEMBERS:
THANK YOU FOR INVITING US TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
HOUSING ELEMENT HEARING.
DESARROLLO LATINO AMERICANO, INC (DLA) IS A NEWLY
ESTABLISHED NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION BASED IN STANISLAUS
COUNTY. THE MISSION IS TO BUILD OR REHABILITATE HOUSING FOR
FAMILIES OF VERY LOW OR LOW INCOME.
THE DLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS IS COMPOSED BY ONE
REPRESENTATIVE FROM EACH OF NINE CITIES AND TWO FROM THE
COUNTY AS WELL AS FOUR MEMBERS AT LARGE. 80% OF THE
MEMBERS ARE OF LOW INCOME STATUS.
DLA WAS ESTABLISHED AS A RESULT OF THE LACK OF
COMMITMENT FROM CITIES AND COUNTY TO PROVIDE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING FOR FAMILIES OF LOW AND VERY LOW INCOME.
THE FAST GROWTH IN OUR RURAL COUNTY IN THE LATE 1980'S
CREATED A TREMENDOUS ECONOMIC IMPACT ON THE LOW INCOME
LOCAL RESIDENTS. THE HOUSING CONSTRUCTION THAT FULFILLED
THE NEEDS OF BAY AREA RESIDENTS CREATED AN INCREASE IN
LAND COST AND CONSTRUCTION FEES, AS WELL AS ON THE PRICES OF
THE ALREADY BUlLTHOMES. LOW INCOME PEOPLE WERE FORCED TO
SHARE SPACE OR TO SEE THE REDUCTION OF THEIR INCOME GIVEN
THE INCREASE IN RENTS, THAT JUMPED FROM A $250 PER MONTH
AVERAGE IN THE 80'S, TO $380-$650 IN THE 90'S.
DURING THE EARLY MONTHS OF 1990, LOW INCOME FAMILIES
AROUND THE COUNTY WERE HAVING MEETINGS TO DISCUSS THE
HOUSING ISSUE. LOCAL GROUPS WERE FORMED AND PRESENTATIONS
WERE MADE TO DIFFERENT CITIES AND THE COUNTY TO ADDRESS
THIS SITUATION. WITH A SIMPLE ONE PAGE LETTER TO THE CITY

COUNCILS, THE GROUPS REQUESTED THAT THE ISSUE OF LOW
INCOME HOUSING SHOULD BE PART OF THE CITY AGENDA. AND
HUNDREDS OF FAMILIES SIGNED AND SHOW UP FOR THE CITY
COUNCIL MEETINGS. FOR A VERY LOW AND LOW INCOME FAMILY
IT'S ONLY "ASSET" IS THEIR MONTHLY INCOME BECAUSE IT IS THE
BASIS TO CALCULATE ITS PURCHASING POWER. FOR EXAMPLE:

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
A COMPARISON OF INCOMES AND HOUSES PRICES
HOURLY WAGE

$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00
$8.00
$9.00
$10.00
$11.00
$12.00
$13.00
$14.00
$15.00
$16.00
$17.00
$18.00

YEARLY EARNINGS

$8,320.00
$10,400.00
$12,480.00
$14,560.00
$16,640.00
$18,720.00
$202800.00
$22.880.00
$24.960.00
$27.040.00
$29.120.00
$31.200.00
$33,280.00
$35,360.00
$37,440.00

MAX MONTHLY PMT

$173.33
$216.67
$260.00
$303.00
$346.67
$390.00
$433.33
$476.87
$520.00
$563.33
$606.67
$650.00
$693.33
$736.67
$780.00

MAX HOUSEPRICE

$40,000.00
$45,000.00
$50,000.00
$60.000.00
$65.000.00
$70.000.00
$75.000.00
$80.000.00
$85,000.00
$95.000.00
$100,000.00
$105.000.00

WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT OUR INCOME LEVELS ARE VERY
LOW AND LOW,
WE IDENTIFIED THE JURISDICTIONS
RESPONSIBILITY TO ANALYZE ITS HOUSING NEEDS-GIVEN THE
HOUSING ELEMENT LAW. FROM 1990 TO 1992 AFFORDABLE
HOUSING COMMITTEES WERE FORM IN THE CITIES OF CERES.
TURLOCK, MODESTO. AND THE COUNTY. PARTICIPANTS INCLUDED
JURISDICTION STAFF. BANKERS, DEVELOPERS. REAL ESTATE
ASSOCIATIONS. NON-PROffiS, ADVOCATES, CONSULTANTS. ETC.

PREVIOUS HOUSING ELEMENTS WERE EVALUATED AND THE 2nd
REVISION- JULY 1. 1992 WERE PRODUCE AND SENT TO HOUSING
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FOR APPROVAL. AND WITH THIS
PROCESS IN MIND WE SHALL PRESENT OUR RECOMMENDATIONS:
I. COI\1MUNITY EDUCATION/INFORI\1ATION. NOT MANY LOCAL
RESIDENTS KNOW ABOUT THE HOUSING ELEMENT LAW.
2. SU1VIMARY OF THE HOUSING ELEMENT IN SIMPLE
LANGUAGE ON ONE OR TWO PAGES (MISSION, OBJECTIVES,GOALS).
3. INTERPRETER AT PUBLIC HEARINGS, IN MANY SMALL
JURISDICTIONS WHERE THE MINORITIES, NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING
POPULATION COMPOSE MORE THAN 30% OF THE TOTAL
POPULATION.
4. THE UNMET PRODUCTION OF IDENTIFIED HOUSING FOR
LOW AND VERY LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FARMWORKERS
WAS"FORGOTTEN" AND NOT INCLUDE IN THE RECENT HOUSING
ELEMENT REPORT
5.DEVELOPERS WHO IDENTIFY CERTAIN NUMBER OF UNITS
FOR LOW INCOME HOUSING IN THEIR PROPOSALS SHOULD
FULFIL ITS PROMISE.
SINCE THE APPROVAL OF THE STANISLAUS COUNTY HOUSING
ELEMENT NO A SINGLE LOW INCOME HOME HAS BEEN BUILD, THE
REGIONAL COG(SAAG) IDENTIFY THE NEED OF 2.206 NEW UNITS
FROM WHICH 46% SHOULD BE ENCOURAGE TO LOW AND VERY LOW
HOUSING AND ACTUALLY THE COUNTY UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED IN
OCTOBER A DEVELOPMENT THAT INCLUDE 5,000 CUSTOM HOMES,IN
A 29,500 ACRE AREA AND WHEN THE AFFORDABLE ISSUE WAS
CONSIDER A $250.00 PER UNIT WILL BE GRANTED FOR LOW INCOME
HOUSING NEEDS.
SIMILAR EXPERIENCES HAS BEEN OCURRING IN OTHER LOCAL
JURISDICTIONS, WERE OR IS A LACK OF IDENTIFY LAND OR LACK OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT OR MANY OTHER REASONS FROM WHICH ONES
LOW INCOME HOUSING IS NOT PRODUCE. WE REVIEW OR EVEN
PARTICIPATE IN THE HOUSING ELEMENT COMMITTEES, AND ALL OF
THIS WELL WRITTEN DOCUMENTS DO NOT SPECIFIED TIMET ABLES,

MONITORING PROCESS 0 EVALUATIONS.
SOME JURISDICTIONS ARE MORE INTERESTED IN COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT, AND THEY DON'T EVEN CARE IN HOUSING IS WHY WE
RECOMMEND THAT:
1.- A YEARLY REPORT SHOULD BE MADE TO MONITOR HOUSING
PERFORMANCE.
2.- TRANSPORTATION MONEY SHOULD BE PUT ON HOLD.
3.- ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND/OR CDBG FUNDS SHOULD BE
WITHHELD FROM NON-PREFORMING JURISDICTIONS.
CURRENTLY THE JURISDICTIONS DO NOT FULFIL THEIR GOALS
BECAUSE THEIR IS NO ANY PENALTY IF THEIR HOUSING ELEMENTS
ARENOTACCOMPUSHED
AS THE LAW IS WRITTEN NOW IT ALLOW THE JURISDICTIONS TO
PREFORM TO ITS DISCRETION THEIR HOUSING NEEDS.
ONLY WITH COMMITMENT FROM CITIES/COUNTIES, DEVELOPERS,
BANKERS, ADVOCATES, LOW INCOME HOUSING WILL BE A
SUCCESSFUL ONGOING REAliTY.
DLA THANKS TO THIS COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO
EXPRESS ITS CONCERNS.

Presentation to Senate Committee on Local Government
December 8, 1993
senator Bergeson and Committee members, my name is Peter Hersh and
I am Manager of Planning Services with the City of Irvine in Orange
county. Thank you for the opportunity to address this committee.
In late 1989, after its adoption, the City's Housing Element was
viewed as a model and fully endorsed by the State's Department of
Housing and Community Development. It contained an inclusionary
component calling for 25% of all newly developed housing to be
affordable to households earning between 30 and 80% of the County
median income.
More specifically, the 25% included 11.5%
affordability to households earning bewteen 30 and 50% of the
County median income as defined by HUD. There was only one problem
- the Housing Element did not work. The City's largest landowner
and developer withdrew residential entitlement requests stating
that the inclusionary requirements were overly regulatory,
inflexible and generally not conducive to the production of any
type of housing.
In early 1990, the recession in Southern California did not yet
dominate the economy, so the City of Irvine was concerned about the
lack of residential entitlements for g l l income levels. Housing
entitlements and production resumed when the city took two steps:
(1) the 25% inclusionary component was recognized as a goal and not
a requirement and (2) production of private sector affordable
housing depended upon the availabillity of financial and other
incentives. From early 1990 to the present, the City has produced
over 200 affordable units of which 40 were dedicated to handicapped
households. This represents about 50% of all housing produced in
the City during this period. Additionally, commitments have been
made for additional units through entitlements, a $1/2 million in
lieu commitment to pay, and the consideration of a new single room
occupancy residence inn which is working its way through the
approval process.
These successes have been achieved not by regulation, but by
creative planning and negotiation involving partnerships betwsen
private developers and non-profit housing corporations; land write
downs; use of funding sources such as CDBG, state revenue bonds,
tax credits; development standards modification; affordable housing
dispersal; expedited processing; conversion of offsite market rate
units; an offsite affordable housing credit system; and fee
concessions.
In summary, local resourcefulness and creativity
coupled with City and external resources led to Irvine's success
formula.
Based on our successes, we are looking for support to craft Housing
Element legislation which sets very broad guidelines which can be
customized to meet local needs, much like the process for the
adoption of other general plan elements.
We do not see a
significant need for oversight by the state Housing and Community

Development Department or any other agency which would assume an
oversight role. Community housing is a local issue which should
be addressed at that level.
Additionally, the current Housing
Element approval and comprehensive update process is excessively
lengthy and very costly because of its many procedures and
requirements. There is also a very significant overlap for those
jurisdictions
preparing
a
separate
Comprehensive
Housing
Affordability Strategy, also known to some as a Federal Housing
Element.
In summary, the Housing Element process needs to be simplified and
made more flexible so that it can be tailored to local needs. The
City of Irvine looks forward to working with representative cities,
counties, and housing agencies, as well as the State legislature
to achieve these objectives.
Thank you.

I'll be glad to respond to any questions you may have.
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SENATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE
ROUSING ELEMENT REFORM
DECEMBER 7 1994
I first want to take this opportunity to reaffirm the
value of the housing element. I am non-profit developer
working for catholic Charities of Santa Clara County and
I know first hand that the Housing Element is an
effective tool in many communities when we advocate for
affordable housing projects. Furthermore, in many
communities where I develop the housing element has been
the driving force behind the creation of effective
policies and programs and funding strategies that have
significantly increased the number of affordable units.
Unfortunately, many of the cities that have the most
resoruces have refused to comply and in the process have
learned that non-compliance carries with it no adverse
consequences. In Santa Clara County seven cities do not
currently have a state approved affordable housing plan
and five of these non-complying jurisdictions are in the
County's wealthiest communities.
For instance:
•a town, with very significant resources, has decided to
delay submitting its housing element for six monthshoping that the legislative requirement will disapear
during the next legislative session.
•another community, again with very significant
resources, repealed a new housing policy that would have
required some affordable units in new developments; local
opponents of affordbale housing specifiaclly sited the
fact that they weren't worried about repealing the
ordinance because the state imposes no penalties on a
city for not having a plan in place to build affordable
housing. This example is particularly disturibing
because a weak housing element requirement played a key
role in the defeat of local policy that would have
directly lead to the production of more affordable
housing.

Clearly it is time for a new phase of housing law that requires
all jurisdictions to produce their fair share. As a developer of
affordable housing I strongly advocate the implementation of
performance based criteria directly related to the number of
affordable units produced. I see no reason why cities should not
be held to the same criteria that I am. If I don't build an
adequate number of affordble units, I lose my job. In the same
way the housing element should require that local jurisdictions
actually produce the required number of units.
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December 8, 1993 Hearing on Housing Elements

Dear Senator Bergeson:
The City ofWest Sacramento wishes to make the following comments as part
of your proposed hearing on local housing elements.
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1. Regional fair share allocation process- The existing process for
determining a locality's fair share of the regional housing needs is flawed in a
number of areas.

First, the process relies too heavily on State Department ofFinance and
regional council of government (COG) population projections which may not
accurately reflect the current situation of a community. While we recognize
that a community has the right to question a proposed fair share allocation
proposed by a COG, there is no means of requesting a revision to the fair
share numbers to reflect current circumstances during the five year period.
We would suggest that the Committee consider a process for amending the
fair share allocation numbers over a five year period if a local government can
show that the numbers have changed and are no longer accurate.
The determination of local fair share should give greater attention to the
number of existing low priced dwelling units in a community, as well as the
number of lower income households. Communities that have higher than
average levels oflow priced dwelling units and lower income households
should be reccgniz~d for already bvirrg provided for these needs and thus
have significantly lower fair share allocations for a five year period.
2. ClarifY what constitutes adequate sites and infrastructure under Government
Code Section 65583 (a) (3).
Based on discussions with adjacent communities this appears to be the biggest
obstacle to local government compliance with housing element law. Changes
need to be made either to the existing law to clarifY what constitutes an
adequate inventory of available sites, the necessary level of information
required for each vacant site and the necessary level of detail on the availability
of adequate infrastructure in order to receive HCD compliance. Where large
amounts ofvacant land are clearly available, such as in West Sacramento,
HCD should not require the same level of detail as a community who has only
a few parcels available.

Senate Local Government Committee
December 8, 1993
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3. Recognize good-faith compliance efforts by local governments
The City ofWest Sacramento incorporated in 1987. Since that time the City has prepared and
adopted housing elements in both 1990 and 1992. The City has also made substantial
progress in meeting the housing needs of this community through a variety of new
construction, rehabilitation and replacement programs. However, despite these
accomplishments the City still finds its housing element to not be in compliance with HCD
guidelines. This lack of compliance places the City at a competitive disadvantage in receiving
state housing grants.
We recommend that the Committee should consider adding a category of"substantive
compliance," to recognize the efforts of those local governments that have prepared housing
elements and are providing for the housing needs of their residents but have not received full
compliance from HCD.
4. Challenges to Housing Elements
We recommend that the statue of limitations found in Government Code Section 65009 (c) to
clarify that all direct and indirect challenges to a housing element be brought within 120 days
of adoption. It makes no sense to put a short statue oflimitations on direct challenges (i.e.
challenges that the housing element is inadequate) if indirect challenges (i.e. challenges to
approval of a specific development project on the grounds that the housing element is
inadequate) are allowed.
5. HCD Review Standards
We recommend that HCD prepare and distribute standards by which housing elements will be
reviewed, so that cities will know in advance what HCD expects and can hold HCD to a
uniform standard applicable statewide.
6. Housing Element reform under AB 51-1993 (Costa)
The City believes that many of the ideas in this legislation such as HCD preparing popuiation
and employment information, performance objectives to monitor local government compliance
and simplification of at-risk housing provisions are useful additions to the housing element
law. On the other hand, the City disagrees with the creation of additional sanctions to
penalize local governments for not receiving HCD compliance on their housing element.
We trust that these comments will be useful in your hearing. If you have any questions please
contact Steve Rikala of our Community Development Department at 373-5854.
Sincerely your\J
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City Manager

